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An Administrative
Look at Diversity
on Bard's Campus

the Bard community haven't changed much since I
arrived. I see this as a "good news, bad news" situation.
The good news is that Bard isn't experiencing a dramatic
decrease in the number of students, faculty or staff from
racial groups that have been historically underrepresented
in higher education. The bad news is that while the past
three entering classes of first year students have been the
largest classes Bard has seen, we have not seen growth in
the Black and Hispanic student, faculty, and staff populations to match.

An interview with Director of Multicultural

How does Bard's racial and ethnic demographics compare
to other similar schools?

Affairs Geneva Foster
BY J OANNA KLONSK.Y

What is the state ofracial dynamics on campus now compared to when you arrived in 2003?
When considering the state of racial dynamics
on campus I see at least two aspects to consider-the lived
experiences of community members and quantifiable
demographic statistics. Since I arrived in July 2003, people are more openly talking about their lived experiences
here at Bard College. This may not seem like a big deal,
but it is. The fust time I observed a Town Meeting about
racist incidents on campus, it was a shouting match, with

Others see competition as the biggest
obstacle [to achieving racial diversity
on campus]. That is, there aren't many
students-of-·color who apply only to
Bard College because they have other
options, and many other schools, with
large endoWIIlents, offer more comprehensive scholarship packages.
very little empathic listening. Now people are actively
engaged in challenging conversations, rather than debates,
about race relations on campus. While I perceive this as
an improvement, there is certainly more room around the
table, and I'm optimistic that more community members
will pull up a chai~ and join in the conversation.
Another aspect of racial dynamics on campus are
the backgrounds represented by our community. I don't
have the statistics at hand, but my observations from just
walking around campus or having lunch in Kline or sitting in on lectures reveal that the racial demographics of

The "Uniformal:" A
Bard Party About
Bard Parties
BY OLIVER TRALDI
To some it seems that over the past few years there has
been a massive fragmentation of the traditional Bard
undergraduate experience. Mark Day, '07, describes the
central effect of this transformation as a "loss of [the
school's] identity, socially. There's nothing that really represents the attitudes of the school in its entirety." Rather
than opposing these changes, as many who perceive an
"old Bard/new Bard" dichotomy do, Day has plans for an
event that he hopes will address the college's current social
ills.
The event will take place on Friday, April 28, in
Spring Fling's usual tent on the quad between the campus
center and the toasters. Its "center" is a dance which will
be called the Uniformal, run mainly by the ~A and ISO,
DJed by WXBC, and co-sponsored by over a dozen other
campus groups. Its conception is complex, and hearing the
idea described is reminiscent of hearing a senior's hurried
description of his near-completed project. The name
"Uniformal" reflects a tension the party will seek to
explore: in one sense its ambition is to uniformly serve the
college, socially, as "the biggest event of the year"; in
another it is about the creative expression inherent in the
act of thinking up and putting on a uniform. Day insists
on the word "uniform." This is not a costume party. If it
were, the provocative notion of social uniformity would
cease to be relevant.

Bard's racial demographics are similar to some
other independent, small, liberal arts colleges in New
England and New York. But I feel confident in saying
that neither I nor other members of the faculty and staff
are satisfied with those comparisons. I think that our dissatisfaction is based partly on the fact that there are other
schools that are like Bard in many ways, yet enroll many
more Black and Hispanic students, faculty, and staff; and
also that Bard has a tradition of being accessible to those
who have been historically marginalized by society.

In your view, what are the biggest obstades to achieving
racial diversity at Bard?
This is a question being considered throughout
the College. Some members of the community believe
that the biggest obstacle to achieving racial diversity is the
current lack of a critical mass of Black and Hispanic community members. Others see competition as the biggest
obstacle. That is, there aren't many students-of-color who
apply only to Bard College because they have other
options and many other schools, with large endowments,
offer more comprehensive scholarship packages. Others
think that Bard's lack of a diversity initiative, with clearly
defined goals and a rationale, is the biggest obstacle to
achieving racial diversity on campus. Still others think
that the lack of racial diversity and inclusion in the surrounding communities is a significant set-back to Bard
achieving racial diversity on campus. While there are
many theories out there, the evidence is anecdotal. The
only quantifiable obstacle I've seen is the rather large price
tag for some of the programs or projects that may successfully address the issue. Personally, I feel that the issues can
be overwhelming, making it difficult for the campus community to come together and design and implement an
innovative plan of action.

Continued on page 4

The uniform party will be supplemented by an
art exhibition in the campus center titled "Mannequin."
This exhibition will consist of student pieces submitted by
volunteers; the only requirement is that the works relate to
the exhibition's title. "A mannequin is a really good symbol," Day explains, "because you can dress up a mannequin
any way you want to." This highlights the troublesome
tension between personal identity and collective identity.
Is Bard a mannequin? This question lurks at the edges of
our social atmosphere, and according to Day, the
"Uniformal" will be notable for bringing it out into the
open. "The end goal is to figure out what Bard is ... if that
means that everyone is so individualized that everyone
does something completely different, or that people in
different groups will dress similarly" - in essence, we'll see
if there is a some sense of commonality that will emerge
from the party, some "Bard" uniform that we can all wear,
while still individually expressing ourselves.

The name "Uniformal" reflects a tension the party will seek to explore: in
one sense its ambition is to uniformly
serve the college, socially, as "the
biggest event of the year"; in another it
is about the creative expression inherent in the acr of thinking up and putting on a uniform.
Though the party addresses pressing, campuswide, socio-intellectual concerns, Day says "the heart of it
is fun." He expects the "Uniformal," which will take place
at the close of Spring Fling--that sweet spot between senior project due dates and preparation for finals--to attract
literally everybody on campus. The dance will be followed
by a "senior auction," in which dates with Bard seniors are
auctioned off for charity, and a High Tea in the lounge of
Tewksbury.
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French Students
Take to the Streets
And the French government
takes back the reviled CPE
'
BY ZARNI H TUN
After meeting with Prime Minister Dominique de
Villepin and other senior members of the ruling centreright Union for a Popular Movement (UMP), President of
France Jacques Chirac announced on Monday, April 10,
that the controversial youth employment law, the Fust
Employment Contract (CP E), which became a law on
April 2, would be withdrawn. The decision followed weeks
of widespread protests during which students rioted
throughout France to oppose the controversial First
Employment Contract (CPE), which allows employers to
easily fire workers younger than 26 without cause. The
CPE was introduced by De Villepin to alleviate France's
23 percent youth unemployment rate. By allowing
employers to easily fire their under-26 employees, they
would be presumably encouraged to hire. The overall
desired result was greater fleicibility in France's economy.
Student leaders disagreed, however, describing the CPE as
a "guillotine" hanging over the heads of youths. They gave
the government an April 16 deadline to withdraw the
CPE or face a repeat of the general strikes that have
occurred throughout the country.

On March 28, more than one million
protestors marched throughout
France ... Riot police moved in on more
than 200,000 demonstrators at the Place
de la Republic, often using water
cannons and tear gas.
Just 2,300 students marched in northeast Paris

last. week, a small n~ber comP<lfed to .the 84.,000 people

counted at a protest in early April.' However, late March
saw the largest demonstrations. On March 23, violence
erupted in several cities as at least 220,000 students and
other young people marched through France. France's
largest union of high school students, The Independent
and Democratic High School Federation (FIDL), claimed
that approximately 450,000 adolescents participated.
In Paris's Esplanade des lnvalides, riot police used
tear gas on protesters throwing melon-sized chunks of
concrete. Some of the 23,000 marchers even turned on
themselves. Several journalists and others were roughed up
or had their cars damaged at the Paris march, and shop
windows were broken. In Lyon, students smashed store
windows and disrupted traffic on two major highways.
Police used tear gas and rubber pellets on protesters in
Grenoble and clashed with others in Marseille.
Paris students standing on the tracks of three
Parisian train stations managed to shut down Eurostar
trains to Britain, Belgium and the Netherlands. About a
hundred students jumped into the path of a truck convoy
carrying parts for one of Europe's Airbus A-380s. Some
universities have been shut down for weeks. On March 28,
more than one million protestors marched throughout
France and transportation strikes paralyzed the nation's
movement. Riot police moved in on more than 200,000
demonstrators at the Place de la Republic in Paris, often
using watei' cannons and tear gas. In Rennes, angry protesters threw stones and bottles at police. Police made 787
arrests around the country. 31,000 people marched in
Bordeaux, 28,000 in Marseille, 26,000 in Grenoble, 17,000
in Lyon, and hundreds of thousands in nearly a dozen
other cities and towns. Protesters included parents and
elders who wished to protect the rights of their younger
family members.
To replace the CPE, lawmakers are debating a
four-measure package that will be an extension of earlier
laws in place and focuses on disadvantaged students like
those who rioted in largely immigrant city suburbs in fall
of2005. The proposed new measures include subsidies to
companies that hire inexperienced workers and increases in
youth training placements in various industries. Only
around 160,000 people are understood to be eligible for
the programs, which will cost $150 million euros ($182
million). The new law is expected to pass the lower house
before April 14 but, according to parliamentary officials,
will probably not reach the Senate until May.
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Springtime in Iraq
A recap of death and
politics in the war zone

Marc Molinaro:
Beyond the (R)
BY JESSICA

Lourns

BY KEITH McDERMOTT
The Observer recently
Forty-eight soldiers were killed in Iraq in the first two sat down with Marc
weeks of April, a sharp increase after a five month decline. Molinaro, Republican
Last month there were 31 solders killed, the fewest since Mayor of Tivoli, in his
the 20 killed in February of 2004. According to the office on the second
Pentagon, since the war began there have been 2,378 floor of Watts dePeyster
American soldiers killed, and 17,549 wounded in action. Hall in the middle of
The latest estimates suggest that about 38,600 Iraqi civil- Tivoli, a building he
ians have been killed since the war began. The U.S. cur- shares with the town
library and a number of
rently has 132,000 troops in Iraq.
According to the Iraqi Ministry of Displacement public offices-a buildand Migration, up to 35,000 Iraqis have been displaced in ing many Bard students pass with little consideration. The
the past two weeks due to ongoing sectarian violence and office itself is spacious and comfortable, filled with town
persecution. Sunni-Shiite conflict has been at the root of little league photos, political award plaques, and a framed
much of the dislocation. "I have to leave because I received photograph of Teddy Roosevelt, creating an atmosphere
a letter saying that if I don't leave my district - where I've of grassroots politics centered around community. When
lived for more than 20 years - my family will end up in a talking about Tivoli, it's obvious that Molinaro takes a
cemetery, n said Ahmed Shamari, a Sunni Muslim teacher genuine pride in the community. Although originally
from Yonkers, Molinaro grew up in Dutchess County and
who resides in a majority-Shiite district in Baghdad.
The Iraqi Assembly postponed last week's sched- spent thirteen years managing the Tivoli Deli and flipuled meeting of parliament as a result of a surge in sectar- ping pizzas before fully dedicating himself to politics. In
ian violence between Sunni Arabs and Shiite Muslims. high school, Molinaro interned for democratic assemblySince the December 15 parliamentary elections, there has woman Eileen Hickey, and discovered two things: that he
been political deadlock in forming a new government. The was adept at public speaking, and also that enacting good
main point of contention concerns the incumbent Prime ideas in government was like "pushing a boulder uphill.n
Minister Ibrahim al-Jafari, who leads a coalition of Shiite The combination of these discoveries prompted his furparties, the United Iraqi Alliance that controls 128 seats or ther involvement in politics, and made him the favorite of
41 .2% of the Assembly and is unofficially supported by the recreation committee, a town board comprised of
Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, the most widely-respected reli- Molinaro and middle-aged community mothers. During
gious figure in Iraq. The United Iraqi Alliance would like the early stages of his political career, Molinaro was a regal-Jafari to remain Prime Minister for the next term, but istered Democrat, although now he writes this off as
has considered having him replaced in exchange for other youthful idealism and the influence of a girl he liked in
high school. In 1994, a year out of high school, Molinaro
[A] survey conducted by London-based decided to run for village board on the Republican ticket
in spite of a lopsided democratic constituency. He won
Mercer Human Resource Consulting
the · fnb'Sf •VOfes
ranked Bagbdad as tbe worst city in tbe youngest elected official ·in the state' of New York. In
1995, after serving a year on the town board, Molinaro ran
world in terms of quality ofliving.
unopposed for mayor with the full support of the board.
government posts. So far the closed-door meetings have j
During his time in office, Tivoli has undergone a
yielded no results, while institutions of government and
general security have deteriorated.
For instance, the basic health care system of
Baghdad is failing. Because of the 11 PM to 6 AM curfew,
every morning there is a flood of patients seeking medical
assistance, says Dr. Ibraheem Younis of the Yarmouk
Emergency Hospital. The phone number distributed by
the police for nighttime medical care never works, according Baghdadis like Sarmad Khalil, who was unable to get
medical assistance for his elderly father. And in case there
was any doubt left, a survey conducted by London-based
Mercer Human Resource Consulting ranked Baghdad as
the worst city in the world in terms of quality of living.
Healthcare in Basra, a city of two million, has also
deteriorated dramatically. Marie Fernandez, a spokeswoman for a European aid agency, Saving Children from
War, told the IRIN (a.UN News Agency) that all the hospitals in Basra have run out of I.V. fluids, resulting in the
death of several children suffering from diarrhea.
According to Dr. Haydar Salah, a pediatrician at the Basra
Children's Hospital "the mortality of children in Basra has
increased by nearly 30% compared to the Saddam Hussein
era,n as a result of the deterioration of equipment and a
drop in the number of doctors and nurses, as well as the
increase in malnutrition, diarrhea, unsafe water, infectious
diseases, maternal stress and poverty.
The main problem has been finding funding.
"We've asked for help from the Ministry of Health, but
they tell us they don't have money to supply hospitals," said
Khalid Ala'a, a spokesman for local healthcare NGO
Keeping Children Alive, adding, "They tell us .we must
wait for investment, which could take months." Health
ministry officials place the blame on the ongoing political
deadlock over the formation of a new government. "We
depend on the central government for money," said senior
ministry official Ahmed Salahdinne. "What we're receiving, we're distributing, according to our capacity, to all areas
of Iraq." In related news, the Berlin-based Transparency
International gave Iraq a 2.2 out of 10 on its Corruption
Index, placing it 137 along side Indonesia and Liberia.

Israel Wages an
Economic War
on Hamas
BY ADAM SAMSON
Less than a month ago, Hamas took control of the
Palestinian Authority (PA) after being democratically
elected by the Palestinian people in January of this year.
Hamas is considered by the United States as well as the
European Union to be a terrorist organization. They have
been behind countless deadly terrorist acts against Israel
prior to taking control of the PA and continue to refuse to
renounce terror or to recognize Israel's right to exist as a
state now that they are in charge of the Palestinian government. Because of Hamas's refusal and the threat that
they represent to Israel, Israel along with numerous
Western Nations, including the United States, has unofficially declared an economic war on Hamas through a
variety of sanctions.
·
Israel has taken a hard-line attempt at damaging
Hamas through economic means. The process Israel is
using is twofold: forcefully cutting tax transfers to the PA
and making it difficult, if not impossible, for the PA to
conduct banking. Israeli tax transfers add up to S54 million a month.
In cutting off aid to the Palestinian Authority,
the well utilized to pay for ongoing public works and the
salaries of many public employees has essentially run dry.
At a summit of Arab countries held recently, Arab nations
have pledged S55 million a month to the PA to stabilize
the situation. In the past, these pledges have not always
materialized.
Additionally, Israel's largest bank said earlier this
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dramatic transformation from a sleepy village to a more
enlivened and progressive town. "Thirty years ago, Tivoli
was the place that you drove by,n Molinaro claims, "now it
has recaptured a spirit of pride." This 'spirit of pride' has
made Tivoli iconic for villages all across the state of New
York. In spite of being the second smallest village in
Dutchess County, Tivoli has been on the radars of state
and local government for undertaking environmental and
community-building projects, and also for Molinaro's
grassroots approach to politics. During Molinaro's time in
office, Tivoli has pursued an agenda heavily concentrated
on incorporating environmental conservation with technological progress. In addition to preserving parks and
trails and maintaining a sense ofTivoli's history through

In 1994, a year out of high scbool,
Molinaro decided to run for village
board on tbe Republican ticket in spite
of a lopsided democratic constituency.
He won the most votes in a four-way
race, and became the youngest elected
official. in the state of New York.
restoring older buildings, endeavors such as constructing
an artificial 'reed-bed' to decompose septic waste and
installing village-wide wireless internet have also ranked
high on the list of recent achievements. In addition, 75%
of Tivoli's energy is now derived from wind-generated
turbines, and solar panels have recently been installed in
the central park to provide energy for the facilities.
Molinaro views Tivoli's progress as deeply interconnected
with that of Bard's, noting that 10% of the population is
comprised of active Bard students, while another 10-15%
is Bard graduates or faculty members. By viewing Bard as
an integral part qfTivoli's community, Molinaro emphasizes that students are treated as citizens rather than visitors, and views the relationship between the college and
the village as one of parallel communities.
In terms of his political future, Molinaro recentJy announced his candidacy for the state assembly in the
103rd district, and is currently trying to garner
Republican Party support in order to beat the incumbent
candidate. Molinaro's choice to move to state politics was
affected by decisions made in Albany, and so he hopes to
effect greater change locally through legislation at the
state level. His platform is heavily focused on education

Continued on page 4
month that it is severing ties with Palestinian banks, representing a major blow to the beleaguered Palestinian
economy in the wake of the formation of a new Hamas
government. Bank Hapoalim said in a statement that it
made its decision after a review of local and international
laws and "especially in light of the circumstances created"
by Hamas's stance. The ext;ent of the Israeli bank's ties
with the Palestinian banks is not yet clear, but is believed
to be significant. The Palestinian government also conducts its local business in the Israeli currency, the Shekel,
converting millions of dollars each month to pay its
140,000 employees.
For many Palestinians, this will also affect normal commercial activities as 60 to 70 percent of day-today transactions are denominated in the Israeli Shekel as
the PA does not have its own currency. Interestingly,
local banks in the Palestinian territory, generally branches
of Arab banks, have not traditionally enjoyed the trust of
Palestinians as these banks have suffered from a lack of
regulation protecting customers and, at times, corruption.
With the help of the International Monetary Fund, this
situation has improved in recent months.
At a guest lecture held here at Bard College on
April 6, Karim Nashashibi, the IMF representative to the
Palestinian Authority, stated that the situation is "very
destabilizing to both the Palestinian banking system and
the financial system.n Nashashibi warned that the PA
itself could potentially cause the collapse of the
Palestinian financial .system. By way of solution,
Nashashibi suggested that Israel could place money in the
World Bank for use by the Palestinian Authority earmarked specifically for the continuation of social services.
To date, the battle lines have been drawn along
economic and financial lines. At this point the situation,
although tense, has not led to demonstrations of violence
either in the Palestinian territory or to violent attacks in
Israel. What is clear is that the tense political climate that
has been elevated since the Palestinian elections held in
January has now grown to include the livelihood and daily
commercial activities associated with life in the area.
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Old Gym Update
Who can use it;
how to use it
BY DINKO ALEKSANDROV

Since the beginning of the semester, a group of students
have been renovating the Old Gym. Besides painting the
walls black, they have also added new rules for the performers. The first step for an artist who wishes to use the
space is to assign a contact person who will be responsible
for the entire show. Also; because of the tight schedule,
artists are responsible for cleaning up right after the show,
"even if the performance ends at 12:30 am." Aside from
that, new electrics, lights and sound systems have been
installed. These indude speakers, pipes, and cables. The
lights run to a digital light board. If the performers cannot
find a light-. or soundperson, the Old Gym Committee
will help them do it.
Nevertheless, the Old Gym Committee still needs
to buy new microphones, a CD player or a DVD player.
They hope to achieve this goal by the end of the semester.
This will give the performers more freedom and more
choices as well. Other than that, the rules are plain and
simple: The audience cannot be more than 120 people,
and there is absolutely no smoking or drinking on premises.
The Old Gym's newly configured space is excellent for art and photo exhibits, theatrical performance,
photo exhibits, concerts, etc. The dimensions are 18 feet
high, 40 feet wide, and 80 feet long. Those who wish to use
the space need to fill out a proposal from the post office,
then explain why their project necessitates the Old Gym
in particular as opposed to any other space on campus and
describe what special characteristics it has that can be used
for the performance.

SCHEDULE OF UPCOMING EVENTS
AT THE OLD GYM

'Oh, How Comfortable This Virtual Life Is"
curated by Leah Whitman-Salk.in and Rebecca
• Matalon
April 20 @ 7:00pm
April 21@ 11:00- 4:00pm
April 22@ 11:00- 4:00pm
Contact: Leah Whitman-Salkin at ls646@bard.edu
and Rebecca Matalon at rm812@bard.edu

"Reefer Madness"
produced by the Bard Musical Theater Company
April 24 - April 26 @ 8:00pm
Contact: JP Lor at jl233@bard.edu

"Arthur: Sword in the Stone
at the Cellular Level"
written and directed by Alexandra Eaton
April 28 - 29 @ 8:00pm
Contact: Alex Eaton at margauz.eaton@gmail.com

"GAAG"
directed by Brei Froebe
May 4 - 6 @ 8:00pro

"Music Show with Electronics, Installation,
and Other Trash"
May 6@ 9:00pm (Music Show)
May 6 - 10 (Installations)
May 10 - 1~ (Jonah Spatialized Video and
.Audio)
Contact info: M~ra Barenbaum at
marakitten@gmail.com
L

"On Filling a Barrel"
by Max Zbiral-Teller
(the second of two senior concerts on the hammered
dulcimer inspired by his recent trip to Senegal)
May 13@9pm

Josh Tyler's Senior Project Concert
·

May 14@4pm

SPORTS SCORES
Men'• Volleyball
03/21/06 Stevens Institute of Technology
03/25/06 Mount Saint Vincent College

SVNY NewPaltz at North East
Collegiate
03/31/06
Volleyball Association
Champ,ionships
04/08/06 Ramapo College

L

w

3.0
3.0

L

3.1
3.2
17-13.0

L

Season Record

Mea 11 leaali
04/06/06
04/09/06
04111/06
04112/06

Mount Saint Mary College
Grttll Moataha College
Ramapo College
Keystone College

L 74.57

w U-48
L 74.S5
L 56-33

Upcoming le11l1
Games
04/18106
04120/06
04/ZZ/06
04123/06
04125/06

Westen Coanecticat State
Vninnm
Pmclaue College
Villa Jalie College
Sarah Lawreaee College
Jolm Jay College

T he Bunsen
Burner

B 5:00
A 7:00
I 4:00
B 2:00
I 4:30

Diversity, continued from page 1
What is the administration doing now to improve diversity (both in terms of students and faculty) on campus?
While I think we all have a role in cultivating the
campus community as we envision it,'there are three areas
of the College that we expect to take the lead on recruiting
and retaining students, faculty and staff - admissions, the
Dean of the College, and Human Resources. I feel confident in saying that the administrators of these departments
are fulfilling a key role to improving diversity at Bard. As
I mentioned before, since I arrived at Bard, members of the
community have begun speaking more openly about race
and race relations on campus. Many of the people at the
table who are encouraging others to join in the conversation are upper administrators. Again, I know it doesn't
seem like a big deal, but it is. Especially considering that
many students transfer the role of adversary onto administrators.

BY TRJSTAN BENNETI

Tired of the embarrassment your false arm causes when
"The Macarena" plays? Feeling do\ivn about not being
able to pet a cat... with two hands? Ever want to just let
it all out with a Home Alone scream, but end up looking like a tired dilatant? If you answered yes to any or
none of these questions, you may or may not be in
luck-I wouldn't know. Talk to researchers at
University College London, who are eager to explore
an exciting new realm of regenerative science: the
blastema.
Yes, the blastema. That tickly feeling you get
when you see girl you like ... or when you re-grow a tail.
It's the term used to describe the immature state which
cells in some animals are reduced to after the trauma of
a lost limb or botched foreplay. In starfish, blastema are
capable of re-growing legs, and in salamanders and
other things that look and act like salamanders, the tail.
So you can see where scientists are going with this.
The ability to re-grow limbs is visible in a
widespread slew of animals, from a zebra fish spines to
deer antlers, that researchers theorize the gene which
initiates this spectacular burst of re-growth is inherit in
most animals. Even humans, those spoil-sports of
genetic ingenuity, can re-grow up to 75% of their liver
after a few games of poker with the Chinese mafia.
However, people, as you may know, cannot re-grow
limbs like the regal newt, nor do they have antlers.
"But wait!" you cry, your Teen Vogue forgotten, "What about stem cells?" Fuck stem cells. If this
works we'll all have as many stem cells as we c~ eat,
they'll be so obsolete. And not only that. Did you know
that if you chop off a newt's hand and graft it onto its
head, the newt will have a hand growing out of its
head? Yeah. And if you graft a newt's shoulder onto
its...other shoulder, it'll lose the ability to walk, but gain
points as a hilarious conversation starter. That could be
us!
Though missing the rather sizably important
chunck of data we usually refer to as results, this new
field offers untold possibilities for the future of regenerative medical science. And who knows, you might
end up one hoopy frood with an extra arm.

Molinaro, continued from page 3
What should people in the Bard community do to get
involved?

funding, community development, and enacting preventative measures against child abuse. Molinaro's views on
education funding and community building are strongly
I think this is one of the most important questions related to his concerns about development, which he
any of us can ask. I don't have a complete answer. The views as one of the most pressing issues facing Tivoli and
issues seems so overwhelming sometimes that we overlook many other small towns across New York. Molinaro
specific details that an individual may address. For exam- believes that the state needs a more holistic approach to
ple, students can think about what motivates their desire education funding, and that reliance on property tax is a
for a more diverse campus community. Are students moti- restrictive method of financing public education. In terms
vated by a politically correct agenda or is there a recogniz- of development, Molinaro· argues that the pressures of
able benefit to having more students, faculty and staff of constroction, subdivision and the shifts in demographics
color engaged in classes and co-curricular activities? all crunch down on smalle~ comm~ties, and that reguArticulating those motivations and benefits in newspaper latory restrictions on business are detrimental to large and
articles like this, is one way students can get involved. small businesses alike. He cites these restrictions as fatal
Consider what it would be like if a larger percentage of the to the growth of small business, and particularly co_stly
campus community were people-of-color. I can not with regard to employee health care. Molinaro favors a
emphasize enough the importance of this discussion. hands-off approach to business as a way to reduce wasteThere are several committees on campus that engage in the ful spending and facilitate growth, and in this sense idendiscussion about recruitment, retention and support. tifies himself most clearly as a traditional Republican.
Student input is desired and encouraged. Students who
One of Molinaro's primary complaints with
want to know more about these committees and the 6ppor- state government is the entangling nature of its bureautunity to join can contact me in the Office of Multicultural cracy, and the obstructive effect it has on instituting polAffairs or send an e-mail to diversity@bard.edu.
icy at a local level. The issue of child abuse is a tenet of
Al$o, don't under estimate the power of word-of- Molinaro's platform largely because of the Tivoli Bay
month. I wonder, how many of us, when we know there is rapes in 1997, and the resulting interactions with state
an opportunity for new students, faculty or staff to join ' bureaucracy that made it difficult for the village to
Bard College, how many of us tell our Black and Hispanic respond to the crimes. By looking to win a seat in Albany,
friends or associates about the opportunity and champion Molinaro hopes to take his grassroots attitude to a larger
their applications?
forum and hopefully bridge the gap between local and
~~~~~~~~====jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~p====~ state politics in a meaningful-way. He intends to treat a
position in the state legislature as a local office, and continue the level of intimate involvement that has worked
well for him in Tivoli, citing Tip O'Neil's adage that "all
politics is local." In spite of his laundry-list resume in
local politics, Molinaro is still shy of forty, and has a
potentially long career ahead of him.
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since the 1970s, in spite of the fact that the population was
dangerously low in the 1970s. As Sea Shepherd, an animal
rights organization points out, about 24 million harp seals
were in Canada before European exploration, and in the
1970s the population dwindled to 1.8 million due to over-

Seal Hunt Begins;
So Does the
Controversy

people not involved with the hunt are not allowed to
watch or document the event without government permission.
Of course, much attention has been put on how
the seals are killed. Most of the harp seals are killed by
bludgeoning with a hakapik, a club with a metal spike on
top, or by gunshot. Sealers tend to use the hakapik,
though, because they are paid two dollars less for each
gunshot in a pelt. A veterinary ~tudy found that about 42%
of the seals may have been skinned while alive and conscious, and that 98.5% of the seals were 2 month of age or
younger. Many seals that are sliot fall off the ice, and
because baby seals cannot swim, are never are recovered.
The Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans
claims that baby harp seals aren't killed in the hunt, but
sealers are allowed to kill seals once they begin to shed the
fluffy white coat, which often begins at 12 days of age. At
this age, seals are unable to swim, and thus have no means
of escape.
Animal rights and welfare organizations have
called on a boycott of Canadian seafood, since sealers are
off-season fishermen, and the US receives 75% (3 billion
CAD) of Canada's exported seafood. The seal hunt provides a few millions dollars and is a small part of the fishermen's income, so a boycott on an indirect product is
thought to be a more effective tactic. So far activists have
been successful in persuading some companies, including
Whole Foods Market, Wild Oats Market, Legal
Seafoods, and Down East Seafood, as well as some restaurants and chefs, to boycott Canadian seafood in an effort
to stop the hunt.

BY GISELLE TOLSON
On March 26, 2006, Canada's annual seal hunt began. It's
estimated that this year 325,000 harp seals will be slaughtered, mainly for their fur. Animal rights and welfare
groups, who criticize the hunt as cruel and threatening to
the future of harp seals, have tried to interfere with and
document the hunt. Because of restrictions on watchiilg
and documenting the hunt, activists accuse the Canadian
government of seeking to protect the sealers via censorship.
Despite what many believe, the seal hunt never
ceased completely. Though the European Union banned
seal pelts in 1983, about 60,000 seals were killed each year
from 1984 to 1994. Seals are used mainly for their pelts,
which have begun to sell in European and Asian countries
again. There is a smaller market for seal oil sold as a
dietary supplement in Canada and seal penises sold as an
aphrodisiac in Asia. There is generally no market for seal
meat, so carcasses are left on the ice.
The seals have been blamed for the depletion of
cod in the east, though many scientists agree that overfishing is responsible. About three percent of the seal's diet
is codfish, and the rest of the diet may well include cod
predators. It has also been claimed that harp seals are overpopulated, since the population has apparently tripled
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hunting. The current estimated population is 5.2 million,
which is deemed healthy by the Canadian government.
The Canadian government has been criticized by
animal advocacy organizations for allowing seal hunters to
break the law and subsidizing them, while placing censorship laws on people who want to stop the hunt. According
to the Humane Society of the US, "In 2002, the Canadian
government knowingly allowed sealers to exceed the quota
by more than 37,000 animals. Sealers had already killed
substantially more than the quota allowed by May 15 (the
regulated closing date of the seal hunt), and yet the
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans chose to extend the sealing season until June". The quota has been raised by
75,000 more seals this year, though the HSUS claims that
last year's quota was already unsustainable. Additionally,

To see footage of the seal slaughter yourself, please go to:
http://www. petatv.corn/tvpopup/Prefs.asp?video=canada_seal_h
unt
To ~ead the veterinary reports, see:
http://www.ifaw.org/ifaw/dfiles/file_S 12. pelf
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A Spike Lee Joint
Worth Smoking
BY TOM HOUSEMAN
At first glance, Imide Man appears to be another generic
action movie: a clash of the good guys (the cops) vs. the
bad gus (the robbers) with a few twists thrown in to keep
things from getting dull. But when you see that it is
directed by Spike Lee, the most controversial director this
side of Mel Gibson, you will realize that Inside Man, like
the plans of its antagonist, is far more complex than one

might expect. Spike Lee, known for directing small, independent, and racially charged films, breaks into the mainstream with this heist film set in his home town of New
York City. Simply judged in terms of its genre, Inside Man
is a really good movie; it's fun, entertaining, and actually
manages to surprise with twists that aren't obvious from a
mile away. But Lee is able to turn this into more than just
a popcorn flick, by adding some intensity and realism to it.
Although he is not one of the film's writers, he clearly had
an impact on the script. Some of the conflict, as you would
expect from a Spike Lee film, is racially charged, which
builds the tension as the events play out. Some of the racial
aspects of the film are very intense, including police mistreatment of a muslim man , but Lee is able to keep the
mood from becoming to heavy by playing on the racial
diversity of New York City and making the joke that no
matter where you go
in
Manhattan, you can always
find someone to speak whatever language you need.
D alton Russell (Clive
Owen) believes that he has
masterminded the perfect
crime. He and three accomplices hold a bank hostage,
and begin a series of elaborate
events that include forcing all
of the hostages to wear the
same type of outfit that they
are wearing, as well as masks.
Surprisingly, although Russell
easily gets the safe open, not a
dollar in the bank is removed.

The police force is apparently stumped by Russell, and it
is up to Detective Keith Frazier (Denzel Washington) to
try and match wits with this clever criminal. Complicating
matters is Madeline White (Jodie Foster), a representative
of the bank who is trying to protect the interests of the
bank's owner, Arthur Case (Christopher Plummer), who
wants to cover up his shady past.
With Hollywood taking out the trash in the first
months of the year, releasing all of the movies that they
know are terrible, it is so refreshing to see a quality film
that both entertains and provokes actual thought; With
2006 action films being about as thrilling as amateur curling (in the case of H arrion Ford's Firewall, the curling
might be preferable), Inside Man is a great change of pace,
because Spike Lee actually keeps you guessing with a twist
around every corner. Even better, he fills Inside Man with
interesting, well-rounded characters to whom the audience can attach themselves. Detective Frazier is complex
and fascinating, his obstinacy often impeding his ability to
get what he wants, and Denzel Washington is perfect in
the part. Washington always has attitude to spare, and here
he is allowed to roam free and show off the toughness he
had blazing in Training Day. It helps that his co-stars are
actually able to stand up to him, unlike the actors who are
usually blown off the screen by Denzel's forceful personality. Clive Owen exudes cockiness, and even when you
think he has lost his grip he always looks like he is in complete control of the situation. We also get to see the
humanity of Owen's antagonist as he interacts with
hostages, giving the audience a deeper understanding into
his motivations and the events of the film. Jodie Foster
shows that she can more than hold her own, standing toeto-toe with W ashington and Owen, and Willem Dafoe is

Continued on Page 8

Lucky For Us
Josh H artnett
Can Act
BY MARY H ARDING
Up until recently any thought I had of Josh
Hartnett was usually accompanied by a flashback to his death scene in Pearl Harbor (yes, I
admit that I actually paid to sit through that
horrible excuse for a movie), where instead of
feeling any sort of sympathy for his character, I
wanted to laugh and clap for joy at his no
, longer being able to talk. H owever, since he
had somewhat disappeared over the past few
years, I thought his career was officially over
and the world would thus return to making
sense. That being said, after viewing his new
movie Lucky Number Slevin in its opening
weekend, I was left in a complete state of confusion . Not only did Mr. Hartnett successfully
carry the entire film, he managed to hold his
own against such acclaimed actors as Morgan
Freeman and Sir Ben Kingsley.

Hartnett portrays Slevin, a guy who is
forced into working for two competing mob
bosses in the worst case of mistaken identity
and being in the wrong place at the wrong
time. Along the way Slevin encounters
Lindsey (Lucy Liu, making a strong turn away
from her Charlie's Angels persona), a woman
who ultimately becomes his ally and love interest in the quest to get out of his situation.

Surprisingly, H artnett and Liu have great
romantic and comedic chemistry together. The
mob bosses are, of course brilliantly portrayed
by Morgan Freeman (simply known as "The
Boss") and Ben Kingsley (called "The Rabbi'
because he is a Rabbi). Both forcibly ask Slevin
to commit assassinations, supposedly on the
basis of paying off debts. However, both are
unknowingly being influenced by a hit man
nicknamed "Mr. G oodkat" (The darkly hilarious Bruce W illis, who has been on a streak of
fantastic roles since Sin City), who for some
reason has a particular interest in Slevin.
Though the film features amazing
supporting players, this film would not work
without Hartnett's performance, as the film is
centered around his character. Slevin is clever,
quick, witty, and not at all what he seems.
With the help of director Paul McGuigan and
a sharp-witted script from Jason Smilovic,
Hartnett .is able to finally ditch his teen flick
days and mature into a solid leading man.
Hartnett rises to the challenge of playing a titfor-tat game with both Freeman and Kingsley
(there is an especially brilliant scene where
Slevin plays chess with "The Boss"), with the
end result being a sleek film noir. Every character is essential, and each scene is important in
figuring out the mystery of who Slevin is, and
why Mr. Goodkat is
interested in him . The
mystery
revolves
around
a gamble
placed on a horse race
in the ?O's, an event
that is central for the
fate of each character.
There are several plot
twists, most of which
are satisfying and
clever. Sadly, there are
a few extraneous
twists that do end up
ruining the end of the
story, but the majority
of the film is highly
entertaining. Despite
the disappointing ending, the performances
made it well worth the time and money I spent.
As for Mr. Hartnett, he will later this year be
seen in The Black Dahlia opposite Hilary
Swank (directed by the acclaimed Brian D e
Palma), and is currently dating Scarlett
Johannson (sorry guys). So, I guess you could
say he has officially become a new leading man,
and an actual actor.

Hotdog ...
or Not Dog?
BY MlCHAEL}. RUBIN

Wooden Wand & The Va ni shi ng
Voice
Gipsy Freedo m
5 Ru e Chri stin e 2.21.06

ing that they would stick to the nocturnal whines and whispers of their
previous work. They do, however,
give a familiar taste with "Dread
Effigy," the best track, despite simply
being a brooding venture that's nothing particularly new.
W ooden Wand could not be
more perfect for SMOG. They will
be coming to Bard accompanied by
Anna Oxygen on Sunday April 23
for one of the better, if somewhat
more low-key, shows of the semester.

W izardzz
The H idden City of
T aurmond
L oad
Records3.21.06

The Psych-folkers of Wooden Wand
absolutely sold me on their last
album, Harem of the Sundrum & the
Witness Figg, which could easily pass
as traditional folk were it not for the
group's use of eerie absolute dead-ofnight silence, never losing command
of their tone. With their latest release
Gipsy Freedom, there seems to be an
attempt to go out of the way to be
avant-garde-whatever that may
mean in the context of the "freakfolk" movement-an attempt that
frankly fails, resulting in a mostly
boring album.
The first half-hour of the
hour long Gipsy Freedom is occupied
by a venture into free-jazz-clearly
not their strength. The rhythms
become tedious, fail to go anywhere
interestinQ'. and iust leave vou wish-
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The side project of
Lightning
Bolt's
Brian Gibson, this
album boasts an
abundance of magical synths and furiously
euphoric
rhythm section. I
saw these guys open
for Black Dice a few
weeks ago. They
wear full on piii.atalike wizard masks
that shake violently for one of the
loudest live shows anywhere. They
sound little like LB, instead opting
for intentionally, somewhat kitschy
bare rhythms that transport you to
the magical kingdom of your choosing.
Unaccompanied by vocals
save the occasional ambient whine,
the tracks on this album have two
distinct styles based on which instrument seems to be leading, the synth
or the drums. The syn th tracks recall
80's fantasy video game music, moving slower and proving to be catchy
despite the simplicity of their
approach. The drum led tracks on
the other hand at times seem to be
just showing off, but still can be a bit
entrancing, even ... enchanting.
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entertain
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Casey's
Deconstruction:
South Park Always Gets
· the Last Laugh
BY HENRY CASEY
If the news announcing that Isaac Hayes would be walking his character Jerome "Chef" McElroy and his salty
chocolate balls out of South Park was unexpected, then
Nostradamus on his best day couldn't have predicted the
first four episodes of South Park's 10th season. South Park
has been as qucik as they've been this month since they
made a Saddam Hussein joke only days after the dictator
was found. Never before have SP creators Trey Parker and
Matt Stone used their fast turn around time to such an
advantage.

Hayes's resignation is the most recent in a long
chain of events concerning South Park and Scientology.
The war on Scientology began in 2005, when South Park
aired an episode entitled "Trapped In The Closet." (You
can
see
that
episode
online
here:
http://youtube.com/watch?v=9t8LkfRklDk&searCh=sout
h%20park%20trapped%20i11%20the%20closet) When
one of the boys, Stan, is feeling sad, Scientologists try and
suck him into their shitty little cult. The scientologists
start to believe that Stan is the second coming of L. Ron
Hubbard, the kiddy diddling science fiction writer who
started the bastard religion, and celebrities descend upon
the little mountain town of South Park.
Tom Cruise shows up, only to have Stan burst his
bubble: "Well, I mean, you're not Gene Hackman, or that
guy that played Napoleon Dynamite, but you're okay." So
Tom Cruise locks himself in Stan's closet, sparkillg practically the entire cast of the show to say the phrase, "Tom

Goldfrapp: So
Frappin Good
BY NICHOLAS UGBODE
The dynamic and mind-blowing music of Goldfrapp is
something that I stumbled upon while surfing the mind
bogglingly large amount of music video channels in
London. To my surprise, while walking through a Virgin
mega store (on this side of the Atlantic), the wonders of
music importation smacked me sideways as I saw a full
display of their new album, Supernature. A brief history of
Goldfrapp is important in understanding their pioneering
role in British pop. The duo is made up of Will Gregory
and Alison Goldfrapp, who founded the group in 1999.
Essentially, their music is a mixture of powerful electronics, crystalline vocals and aural decadence. Their debut
album, Felt Mountain was released in 2000, followed by
Black Cherry in 2003 and Supernature in late 2005. The
minutiae of their electronic compositions, along with the
catchiness of Alison's vocals, are worth checkillg out.
Right from the first listen, one can tell
Supernature is a multi-layered and bold record. The first
single from the album, "Ooh La La," is an impressive and
pulsating song. The power behind Goldfrapp is the fusion
of awesome electronic tracks with convincing vocals, ranging from sexually provocative innuendo to somber orchestral dreamscapes. Immediately perceivable in "Ooh La La"
is the radical, competitive, and commanding style of their
music. It truly does command ones attention, as well put-

Cruise won't come out of the closet." While the Tom
Cruise is 'trapped in the closet' joke isn't entirely fresh, you
can understand why the poster boy for Scientology would
be pissed off. The episode also featured another shockillg
phrase, "Scientology is one big fat global scam." But then
again, it is.
In the past, other South Park episodes quickly
drew reaction and derision. "Bloody Mary," provoked an
immediate reaction due to a denouncement of faithbased-alcoholics-anonymous, and a statue of the Virgin
Mary bleeding out of its ass. That episode sparked members of the Christian Right to solicit Comedy Central to
stop the repeated airing of that episode. And like the
spineless shits they are, Comedy Central buckled.
On March 15 2006, Isaac Hayes - sadly, a scientologist himself - shot out a hypocritical statement about
how he was infuriated with how SP portrayed religions on
the show, and that he was quitting the show.
Why does Hayes say this after nine seasons of
one of the most the most satirical shows in history? Why
did he choose to say it now, and why wasn't he equally
offended when the show aired the "Jewbilee" episode,
mocking Jew Scouts, or the "Super Best Friends" episode,
when the South Park creators made a joke at the expense
of every single believable religion? Because now it's his
cow that's getting milked and he can't take it. Chump.
Although Hayes left the show, the character of
Chef wasn't safe. In one of the more screwed up episodes
that the series has aired, a single week after word of Hayes'
departure hit the media, South Park premiered it's 10th
season with "The Return Of Chef." The joke was on
Hayes and his beloved Scientology, as Trey Parker and
Matt Stone reanimated Chef's voice with old sound
bytes, to make it seem as if Chef had come back from his
time away with the Super Adventure Club (a thinly veiled
reference to Scientology), and was now a pedophile. With
the previous 9 seasons worth of lewd sound bytes, it was
easy for Parker and Stone to make this episode in time for
it to be the shocking season premiere.
This is why nobody should fuck with South Park:
it only takes them a week to snap back. By the end of"The
Return of Chef," we find out that the Super Adventure
Club is a bunch of child molesters because when their
founder realized he wasn't going to be the first to discover
any country, he decided he could at least be the first to
molest the indigenous peoples of those countries.- 'Fhe
episode ends with a eulogy for Chef: Kyle says, "We can't
let the events of the last week take away the memories of
how Chef used to make us smile .. . I'm gonna remember
Chef as the guy who used to give us advice to live by. We
shouldn't be mad with Chef for leaving us, we should be
mad with that fruity little club for scrambling his brains."
It may be spoken a little too late in the episode to be taken
as wholehearted truth, but it indicates that Parker and
Stone are angry with Scientology, and not Hayes.
While Comedy Central has denied the next part

of the story, too many news sources have speculated about
it for me to ignore it here. Reports have it that when Tom
Cruise was forced to walk outside of his shithouse of
moral insanity called the Church Of Scientology in order
to promote Mission Impossible 3, he found out about the
"Trapped In The Closet" episode, and called up
Paramount, demanding that Comedy Central stop airing
the episode. Supposedly, he threatened that he wouldn't do
any publicity work for MLJ if Comedy Central aired the
episode again. Comedy Central once more showed that
they:re about as weak as that god damn gyro bar at Kline,

and the episode was pulled from the schedule.
I might have believed in Comedy Central if it
hadn't been for the two part South Park epic episode
"Cartoon Wars." These most recent episodes center
around a fictional dilemma involving Family Guy wanting
to air an image of Mohammed, the prophet of the Muslim
faith. After an epic slap fight between Kyle and Cartman,
Kyle triumphs and the episode airs as is. At least that's the
way it happened in the fictional world of South Park. In
reality, the image of Mohammed does not air because,
according to a title card, Comedy Central decided not to
air it.
It has been recently revealed that these episodes,
two of the funniest the series has ever had, were made
because Comedy Central really refused to air an image of
Mohammed on TV. The most confounding aspect of this
new information is that they've already had an image of
Mohammed, in the previously mentioned "Super Best
Friends" episode (To see the relevant clip, go here:
/lunum;voutube .co m/watch'?v=lJRtNaGDvmrk&..~

ch=super0Ai20best0,620friends). Times are changing and
Comedy Central just continues to wimp out of any decent
battle it should fight. Thankfully, they're letting Parker
and Stone have the last laugh, even at their own expense.
South Park, with it's lightning fast turn around time,
thanks to working with digital media instead of the frame
animation that makes The Simpsons take 9 months to create an episode, is able to create a time-sensitive product
that can take apart whichever zealot is deserving before
the issue becomes a moot point.

by "Fly Me Away. "These three songs, along with "Ooh La
La," solidify this record for me. They are the epitome of
electronic/dance music and they are quite simply some of
the best and most well constructed songs I've heard.
They're really fun to listen to, you don't have to dance like
you're having an aneurism when you hear them, they're
just good additions to any students' music library.
"Number 1" is a catchy and pulsating tune, with lyrics
"You're my favorite moment/you're my Saturday/Cause
you're my number one/I'm like a dog to get you/I want it
out and on/I'm like a dog to get you." These lyrics are
paired with a consciously drone-like beat, and the combination is remarkable.
"Ride a White Horse," is a great song as well, but
the song I grew to appreciate immensely was "Fly Me
Away." This song, along with a few others on the album,
makes Goldfrapp a worthy musical investment. "Fly Me
Away" is one of those songs that you can just absolutely
lose yourself in, to the extent that I can honestly and seriously recommend this as a phenomenal accompaniement
certain 'recreational' activities. It's totally and absolutely
together as it is. The ambiguous and paradoxical lyrics are · transcendent. The last two songs that are worth talking
also a curious part of the music, and are manifested in var- more about are, "Slide in," and "Lovely 2 CU."
"Slide in" is a really great, pumping, and shoulder
ious ways. For example, the best part of"Ooh La La" reads
"She won't walk for days/I wanna waste some time/you jerking adventure, with a really plucky and confident feel.
wanna be so mean/you know I love to watch/I wanna love As you can probably guess, "Slide in" is another lovesome more/I'll never be the same/broken heel like a makin' song that is unique due to its high-pitched and sacheart/I'll never walk again." Lyrics like those and amazing charine hook. The last song, "Lovely 2 C U" is one of those
synthesized beats make for the most entertaining session songs that's killd of annoying and skipable until ... Whoa!
of'perverted robotics' you've ever heard. This song is by far Whoa! Whoa! You realize how great it really is. The backthe most dominant and commercial song on the record, ground noise is so much that it almost overpowers the
lyrics, but when you listen to the sharp and cutting-edge
and rightfully so.
The second single from the album is "Number beat along with the pseudo-posh lyrics, it really makes for
1," followed by "Ride a White Horse," and more recently one of the records' highlights.
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Smoking
Satire
BY HENRY CASEY

Thank You For Smoking is just what
the surgeon general ordered for a
decade where smoking is being
pushed from the bar to the back
alley, and the term lobbyist is now
synonymous with the evil Jack
Abramoff. Nick Naylor is Big
Tobacco's lobbyist, helping the
industry as it is attacked from all
fronts. Newspapers hate cigarettes,
talk shows hate cigarettes, and even
Politicians (the only group more
smarmy than Big Tobacco itself)
wants to take down the tobacco
industry. Eckhart plays Naylor with
a brilliant charm and fierce hilarity
that cements him as one of our day's
leading men.

But don't get it twisted,
Thank You doesn't paint the tobacco
industry as a victim. The movie is
more about asking the world to
think twice when a fast-talker with
a face as smooth as a baby's ass takes
to the talk show circuit to defend
some corporation. Whether the face
belongs to a senator or a lobbyist, it
seems, is only dependant on which
minute you turn on the TV. The
movie is a satire from the get-go, as
we find Naylor even charming a boy
dying oflung cancer into joining the
dark side on live TV. As the two
high five in solidarity, you can't help
but laugh.
When Naylor is confronted by W isconsin Senator Ortolan
K. Finistirre (played perfectly by the
undeniable William H. Macy) on
The Dennis Miller Show, it's all too
easy to draw comparisons to the
famous Nixon/Kennedy debate.
Naylor basically pulls the Senator
over his lap and gives him the beat-

ing of his lifetime. Finistirre is flustered by Naylor's breezy nature, and
the audience is there with him . How
anybody could spend his life charming America into siding with Big
Tobacco is honestly shocking.
Naylor has little other option but to
be the poster boy for Big Tobacco, as
, he has no other job skills aside from
use of circular rhetoric and a clean,
square, American jaw to convince
people.
Naylor's morally ambiguous lifestyle is outed to the world by
reporter Heather Holloway (Katie
Holmes in a last ditch effort to
make people think of something
aside from Tom Cruise when they
think of her) who uses sex as a
weapon to get Naylor to spill his
guts. This leads everybody to wonder about Naylor, from his MOD
Squad (they gave themselves the
nickname, Merchants Of Death)
lobbyist buddies (the deadpan
Maria Bello and the scene stealing
David Koechner), to his impressionable
and
adorable son (I
believe
Cameron
Bright may have
what analysts are
calling Haley Joel·• Osment syndrome).
. The Industry, led
by The Captain
(Robert Duvall is
always a good sign as
to a movie's credibility) and Naylor's
immediate superior
?' Budd
"BR"
•/ Rohrabacher (played
Mby J.K. Simmons,
known for his work on Oz and in
the Spider-Man movies), is 100%
smarm. The characters may have
some of the charm that Naylor is
working with, but the closer the
audience gets to the addicting core
of Big Tobacco, the more maniacal
it gets.
How first-time director,
also screenwriter, Jason Reitman
managed to make such a good film,
as well as a pitch-perfect-punchline
out of a bald kid dying of cancer
may both be a mystery, and the reason why Saint Peter kicks Reitman
all the way down to hell. No matter
though, as Thank You shows, it's
more fun to be bad. While I can't
find anything wrong with the
movie, I'm hesitant to bestow it with
words like 'genius' or 'amazing.'
What I can say though, is that when
Napoleon Dynamite makes movies
with Deuce Bigalow, Thank You For
Smoking is far and away the best way
to spend your money at the box

CCS Spring

on the political scandal involving a translator who
worked for the British secret service, Katharine
Gun, and Miguel Angel Rojas's Nowadays, which
consists of round coca leaf cutouts that spell out
the famous Pop Art phliase, "Just what is it that
makes today's home so different, so appealing?"
Each piece is subtly complimented by a factual
BY CHRISTINE Hou
footnote from the curator, representing the small
details that are lost in translation.
The Center for Curatorial Studies is currently
Uninvited (working with restrictions} disdisplaying the second round of Spring plays the works of Steven Cohen & Elu, two
Exhibitions. Natalie Woyzbun, Monstserrat South African artists who have been working
Albores Gleason, Kerryn Greenberg, and collaboratively since 1998 to create public perMariangela Mendez Prencke have worked from a formances documented through video and phovariety of angles to display the range of vision in tography. <;ohen, trained in psychology and selfthe world of contemporary art. Each working taught in visual art, and Elu, trained in classical
with a specific theme, the four distinctly different ballet and contemporary dance, critique social
exhibitions make effective use of the CCS gallery constructions that lead to the repression of marspace to create a unique and constantly evolving ginalized communities. In Chandelier, Cohen
atmosphere. The viewer moves from the lime- and Elu transformed a chandelier into a tutu that
light into the lost space of translation, from non- Cohen wore for a performance in a nearby infortactile construction to the invisible boundaries mal settlement. Upon arrival, Cohen, in the wobthat define one's place in society, creating ve.ry bling chandelier, face paint, black high heels, and
diverse yet stimulating aesthetic experiences.
a revealed behind, came across government
Upon walking into Welcome to the employees evicting the squatters and demolishing
Limelight, curated by Natalie Woyzbun, the view- their dwellings. The unintentional collision of
er is confronted by a splay of confetti over an Cohen's performance with the eviction process
installation of colorful furniture resembling the made an even more powerful commentary on the
scene of a nightclub gone awry. The confetti, marginalized sociefies that have yet to be
which comes from a disco-ball piiiata overhead addressed within the post-Apartheid South
the Instant Coffie: One Hit is Never Enough instal- Africa. Dressed up in props and theatrical coslation, introduces the show as a party, a live spec- tumes, Cohen and Elu work with the limits
tacle of images of music, dancing, and even a imposed on their bodies to address the issues of
karaoke machine in Christian Jankowski's piece acceptance and refusal in the public sphere.
The Day We Met.
Welcome to the Limelight
When entering You don't live here anyexplores the notion of social identity and rela- more, curated by Montserrat Albores Gleason, the
tionships that are constructed i.n these "spectacu- viewer immediately notices the breaking down of
lar" spaces. The artist's pieces flaunt fun and live- traditional gallery space as a white wall juts out of
liness, yet they signify the social anxiety caused by the corner and into entranceway displaying the
these overwhelming events. For instance, Liisa 86 5/8 x 24 11/16" black and white photographic
Lounila's piece, Play, where a camera silently reproduction of Marcel Duchamp's Door, 11 rue
revolves around frozen images of a party, suggests Larrey. The door, installed by Marcel Duchamp,
a third-dimension to the two-dimensional artifi- served as two doorways, and introduces the overciality of these scenarios. The exhibition playful- all theme of the exhibition. You don't live here
ly combines two contrasting perspectives: the anymore examines ideas of constructed spaces and
glitzy and glamorous limelight, and· the internal- h<JW they change and function as a place for art.
ized apprehensions that lurk in the shadows.
Juxtaposing works from the 1970s to today, the
Mariangela Mendez Prencke's exhibi- viewer moves through photographic documentation, In Other Words, explores the complexities of tions of public performances including the work
translation. Whether it is the translation of words of Mierle Laderman Ukeles, who washed the
on a page, words that are spoken, or the transla- floors of seventeen art institutions in her piece,
tion of live events into media, the artists' works Washing/Tracks/Maintenance, and Vito Acconci's
challenges what viewers take to be the truth. In Service Area, in which he inserted himself in an
Lucas Ospina/Pedro Manrique Figueroa's Pedro already established public space, by having his
Manrique Figueroa, The Precursor of Collage in private mail delivered for three months to the
Columbia: Five American Collages/Pedro Manrique MoMA. The exhibition also features a 35 minute
Figueroa, El Precursor de/ Collage en Colombia: clip from Joseph Bueys's memorable I like
Cinco Collages Americanos, five paper collages are America and America Likes Me, and Untitled
accompanied by text interpretations in Spanish (Dapple Gray Carpet} by Tonico Lemos Auad
and English, using translation, to comment on who lets the viewer create his/her own space by
the mistranslation, or misunderstanding between simply walking on a rug to help complete his
cultures and the irreversible nature of language. "unfinished-s~ulpture." You don't live here anymore
For example, one text interpretation says, "I love takes a playful and experimental attitude on the
America but I don't like it," with the Spanish ideas of invention, construction, and occupation
translation as, "Yo amo a los Estados Unidos pero in an improvisational poetics of space.
no los quiero." However, when that phrase is
This set of exhibitions demonstrates the
tr~nslated back into the Spanish, it says, "I love
expansive nature of art, representing the artists
America, but I don't want them." Other works that shape today's generation and the inquisitive
include Francois Bucher's Forever Live, The Case curators of tomorrow.
of K Gun, a provocative multimedia piece based

·Exhibition

Inside Man, Continuedfrom Page 6
memorable as the police captain who is trying to keep
order in a chaotic situation.
Lee's direction is sharp and exciting in all the
right ways, perhaps because he did not have the emotional attachment that he has had to many of his earlier projects. Lee is able to relax and have some fun, and the flashy
camera work and seamless editing are the result of it. The
little details add to the fun of the movie, such as the bank
managers phone playing "Gold Digger" by Kanye West.
This movie really moves, flowing from one scene to a next,
making the nonlinear plot much less awkward than it
could have been. The script is crisp and exciting, and the
intensity of the film and references to other bank robbery
films like Dog Day Afternoon make for a great atmosphere
and a powerful action film. Inside Man really fires on all
cylinders as the action keeps moving... which is also the
film's biggest problem, because when the action stops
moving, the letdown is severe. After nearly two hours of
quality, fast-paced film, there are still too many loose ends

:~™=~::;;;;:~;;;~;-.· ;:;:x..:-llr~i'
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to tie up, and just when it seems like it's time to pack up
and go home, the denouement starts up like a slow jog
after a sprint. Lee felt it was necessary to give a detailed
summary of the post-robbery events, and the twentyminute wrap up drags on far too long. Not only that, but
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it does a mediocre job of cleaning up the mess after
'- the wild party. Had some of the outcome been left up
to the viewers' imagination, and the additional confrontations between Frazier and White been shortened or removed, the end would have taken half as
long and kept up some of the pace of the bulk of the
film. Instead, the excessive summary leaves a sour
taste after the delicious meal that was Inside Man.
Even with the letdown ending, Inside Man is still
a breath of fresh air in the desolate wasteland of the
spring movie season. One of the best action films
since Con Air, Inside Man is the kind of movie that
will entertain everyone, regardless of their movie
,_ tastes. It has enough action to entertain, while the
relationships and conflict will captivate and often surprise
with their realism and intensity. Inside Man never gives in
to action movie cliches, always standing up for itself as a
powerful dramatic film, and the result is a very good movie
that should not be missed.
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Vfor
Virtuosity
and V for
Vexation
BY KlRIANNA BUTEAU

On November 5, 1605. Guy Fawkes
attempted to blow up England's
Parliament in the name of religious freedom for British citizens, but he was
caught and hanged. He has not been forgotten, though as his endeavor is "celebrated" annually in England by burning
a Guy effigy. The recent film V far
Vendetta, adapted from a graphic novel
by Alan Moore and David Lloyd, takes
us to another November 5th, many centuries later: in a futuristic totalitarian
version of England, Evey Hammond's
life is saved by a mysterious, eccentric
superhero-- or, as some might consider,
a supervillain. He calls himself only V
(Hugo Weaving) and is never seen without a classic Guy Fawkes mask; curiously, he also has a penchant for exploding
government buildings. As Evey (Natalie
Portman) gets to know V better and
begins to better understand the corrupt
fascist regime under which England is
living, she realizes why he is so deter-

things fit my criteria for Totally
Awesome.
However, it is impossible to
judge V far Vendetta as a film without
also comparing it to its source material,
Alan Moore's graphic novel from the
1980s. The dialogue and atmosphere
tended to feel right (though the pulpy
look of the novel is not really reproduced); and as an Alan Moore fan but
also a film enthusiast, I felt some alterations worked in terms of what the
Wachowski brothers had chosen to thematically emphasize. For instance, they
use the Guy Fawkes story more. Also,
the first thing that blows up in the novel
is the houses of Parliament. However, on
film such a spectacle would make all
future explosions in the movie thematically weak, so this plot point is altered. I
didn't mind alterations in this vein, but a
few key character choices significantly
change the movie's ideas from the
novel's. In the novel, V has a clear, indisputable ideology: anarchy. But in the
movie, he's much more of a generic freedom fighter; he talks about the power of
ideas like he does in the novel, but with
anarchy removed it's less obvious what
such ideas are, and as hard-hitting as the
movie manages to be, it could hit harder.
I'd be interested in hearing from movie
viewers who haven't read the book if they
guessed V was an anarchist at all. Also,
Evey starts and ends the movie as a
strong, well-off character, whereas in the
novel she begins so despairingly that
police workers molest her not just
because she's breaking curfew, but

Dance Dance
Psych Fest,
Bard's Nod to
Jazz and Free
Rocking
BY CHARLEY LANNING

It is a sad truth that inadequacy defines
most of the music venues here at Bard,
most painfully in the MPR and the Olin
Auditorium. SMOG and, despite its
image, Bard Hall usually seem to make for
the best sounding, and ultimately most
memorable, shows. The discrepancy was
never clearer then in last weekend's slaw of
Bard rock spectacles. The endless face of
excitement, from Gang Gang Dance and
Growing at the MPR to Death Chants and
the Jazz Repertoire class in Bard Hall, with
a BSO-hosted jazz trio in Olin to light the
flame that would burn passionately until sat
on and diffused by the ass of improper
sound and before-hand thought.
The odd middle-aged local might
not notice, but Olin's acoustics are something like hearing a band while locked
inside a closet
yards away with ~~
the doors shut. ..... .

reverberations
essentially
equa te
to -·
muddy loudness,
likely
emanating from
those half-diamond shapes
jutting out on
the walls that
Leon Botstein . .
. . . . Gt9wing in Co11cert ~,n Philly.
had installed :w.
They
?e,ople to Sleep
for
aesthetic :
purposes. At •··=·
WhereverTbey Go
some
point
Leon realized people mistook the shapes as had surrounded GGD and Growing's
having acoustic purpose, and it seems he's show. These headliners can transfer much
of the blame to the MPR space chamber
stuck to that ever since.
The scam is made increasingly and its bullshit echoes and high school
apparent every time I see a show at the prom overtones. However, both bands
unfortunate seminar dome, and last Friday's seemed to come up short in their own ways
fake-exciting BSO concert was no excep- as well, with GGD relying too much on the
tion, despite the fancyTina Turner headsets klezmer half-melodies and Growing often
used by the sound ·crew. The bill's saving coming off like aspiring space-anthem
grace was an out trio consisting of heroes with too many pedals. GGD was
Constantine (last name),Jesse Ritholtz, and fine psychedelic party rock, and their outJP who is always billed as such-last name- standing drummer even transcended that
less psychedelic guitar hero. Jesse and idiom with more than a few flashes of brilConstantine share J Guitar's jazzy precision liance, but the MPR's tendency of imprisand lyricism and their two song set was oning sound in the back third of the room
phenomenal, but a crowd more occupied really makes listening tiring after only a
with the prospect of music representing short while.
Disregarding the varying degrees
current urban culture and an ill-conceived
of
quality,
and having so many weekends at
acoustic setup just about squelched the
Bard
that
equate
to a free music festival, it's
energy. Not evenJP's humorous title for the
hard
to
make
any
complaint other than all
first song "Eight Bars OfD, Eight Bars Of
these
bands
should
have been rocking it
E Flat," got the fire going. The piece itself
together
in
SMOG
paking eclecticism a
did see a lot of nods, but it was disheartenpriority.
Of
course,
that
suggests that its all
ing to see so many locals and BSO cona
matter
of
energy
in
regards to giving
stituents visibly turned off by the apparent
momentum
and
effective
hype to more eso"challenging" nature of, ew gross, jazz.
teric
shows.
Rather,
it
seems
more than
Possibly due to the low sensual R&B lightobvious
there
shouldn't
be
anything
that
ing, the band was not phased. Jesse and JP's
isn't
a
seminar
on
Schumann
or
a
BSO
solos on "There Will Never Be Another
You" were outstanding, and the trio moved superconcert that doesn't occur in SMOG
with subtle grace in and out of freer pas- or Bard Hall. Leave the MPR to foursquare and the more suitable venues to face
sages.
None of the pyrotechnics and rocking and melting.
advanced headsets would be found in Bard

Apparently

mined to fight the system.
On its own, V far Vendetta is
spectacular, presenting an extremely
original superhero to make a political
statement that manages to avoid heavyhandedness and half-assedness alike.
Rather than fighting for justice independently of the government while ultimately upholding the government's
laws, V fights for justice and justice
alone, going after government officials
instead of petty criminals. Of course,
personal revenge is worked into this justice, but the point is that the vast majority of superheroes are fundamentally
reactionary, while V is revolutionary.
Hugo Weaving is superb as the masked
V; his acting style worked very well for
Agent Smith and Elrond (In The Matrix
and Lord of the Rings), but he positively
glitters as V. His body language and posture make up for what a mask should
limit. Natalie Portman also does well,
proving she's conquered the talentdraining forces of George Lucas. The
special effects, fight scene choreography,
cinematography, and the art design are
all gorgeous. The use of music could be
labeled, at worst, only "appropriate," and
at best "completely awe-inspiring." So,

because she tries to prostitute herself to
one of them. V, in the novel, strengthens
her until she's totally badass. Also, the
novel ends with a feeling of continuation, like V's job isn't really done, whereas the film ends with finality.
Surely, making a pro-anarchist
movie nowadays is box office suicide,
and maybe Evey starts off as a stronger
character because everyone would flip
out about seeing a weak heroine. These
are sound explanations. But I would
rather have seen a V far Vendetta movie
that was really Vfar Vendetta, not an eerily similar story with eerily altered people
(and the ideological alterations are
something whose surface I've only just
scratched here). It's almost like V and
Evey were characters from a lost body of
myth, and the novel is Moore's interpretation while the movie is the
Wachowskis'. However, it would be an
injustice to Moore to deny him credit for
V's invention, though he's huffy enough
about all films of his work that he's kept
his name off this one altogether, so
watch this movie, then read the graphic
novel. My hope that people will read V
and not just see V keeps me upbeat
about a cinematic achievement that I
wouldn't feel right to hate.

Hall, where there would be more jazz and
later on and free psych-out rock ala the
Death Chants. Also, along with the
absence of Puffy Combs stage excitement
was good sound, very welcome but not
often noticed. The freely improvised semidrohes and washy psych journeys were
courtesy of not only Death Chants' core of
Rafi Bookstaber, Paul Grimes, Michael
Knight and Alison Stout, but included the
efforts of respective senior and graduate
Marc (last name) and Tristen Dahn, as well
as the brilliant and crazy Maryanne
Amacher on piano. The set was continuous
and about 45 minutes long, and though it
wavered in and out of being really engaging, it never lost the plot. Somewhere
approximately ten minutes in, the group
entered a more restrained passage featuring
Rafi on banjo and Maryanne emphatically
hitting the piano strings with brushes that
pretty obviously bested everything before
it. One might have noticed that this part
saw the most eyes closed, though in the
more rambunctious moments, it was
Amacher's goofy bobbing that transcended
psychedelic entertainment. Ultimately, the
expanded group's dynamics and brilliant
use of horns and reeds allowed for something surprising at least for its original
approach to the tried and often-uncraftable
free drone.
The band without a doubt created
the weekend's most exciting event, which
was surprising considering the hype that
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Let Everybody In

Time For A. ~hanging of the Guard

BY NOAH WESTON

The accolade.s and atrodti~~ of John Bw~eny place hlm in an echelon that greatly exceeds the
cult of pedestrian tigh,t-Wing bullies an~ blowhards in ,Congress. In his six years in as Batd's
Representative1 Sweeny has. distinguished 'h imself by ,essentially inciting~ anti-:·recount-riot
during the 2000 presidential election fiasco in'Florida, and by acting as a reliable vote in favor
of the most n~o~s conservative· policy ide~,s,7 of recent yea!,s. Congresspe~ple like ~weeney,
devoid of real leadership merit ·but craven for power>are the people who've made America's
current fascination with th_e extreme right possible. When Tom Delay and Ka.t"l Rove need
votes, they call on henchtnen like Sweeney to do their bidding.
<
"
Unfortunately, i't'~ long !Ooked as if Sweeney's place in Congress was inyulnerable to
oppositiori.'lt's often repeated that the 20th Distri~t: of which Bard is part, can coimt 70%
of its population as Republican. And the most recent Democratic' candidates haven't exactly
given voters a reason to change Representatives. While well-intentioned, these candidates
have lacked the political .fiber upon which a successful opposition campaign must be mounted. To win an election in a district where the odds ~re stacked heavily against you, you neeg
to be a great candidate who runs a great campaign. This year, such a candidate is in the elec:
tion. The candidacy of Kirstin Gillibrand represents the best hope foi: phange in the 20th
District.
Gillibrand is an upstate New York Democrat,
meaning that she couples a brand of
r
economic liberalism with a more traditional approach to social and cultural issues. In a recent
interview with the local Post Star, Gillibrand cited Sweeney's opposition to minimum wage
increases as one of the central reasons for her candidacy. Coupled with his undue support of
the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA), she believes that voters have a powerful mandate to reject him at the voting booths. . She's emphatically "pro-second
Amendment," and while she hasn't given a rousing endorsement of the· Iraq war, her refusal
to condemn it has compelled an anti-war candidate, Doug Walters, to enter 'into the tace.
The experience and quality of Gillibrand's campaign will make ller a viable candidate,
through Election Day. Her financial support is comparable to Sweeny's, and her campaign
operations have focused on turning an unfavorable demographic in her favor~ Eliot Spitzer
has already stopped by to offer his vocal and powerful endorsement.
Not everything about Gillibrand will'sit well with progressive students, however. Fo1'"
one, she's close with the Albany lobbying community. While this means that she'll be able to
run a competitive, well-funded campaign, it nonetheiess raises questions about to whom she
would be beholden if elected. It also raises. basic questions about democratic fairness~ Is sh~
competitive because she's a strong potential C0ngresspers0n, becauSi shc)S-well~
ed?
While the Observer expects that the fo,p ner will eveQtually be proven true, in order for
this to happen, Gillibrand must first defeat John Sweeney at the polls. To this end, Th~
Observer offers its full and unwavering endoi.-~ement of Kirstin Gillibrand in 11,er effort.to win,
the Congressional seat of New York's 20th District:·
··· · . · .· .... '
.,.
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to Red Hook on Tuesday evenings and free trips to
Upstate Films every Thursday. In addition to all of the
above scheduled trips, Bard transportation also offers
FREE shuttles to JFK, LaGuardia and Albany airports
Dear Observer,
and FREE train shuttles to Amtrak and Metro-North for
Fall Break, Winter Break, Spring Break and closing of
I am writing in response to your Editorial "Better school in May.
Living Through Transportation." I am going to respond
Now that you are aware of the above informato your Editorial by giving some facts concerning the tion, I trust th~t you'd agree it is unfair to refer to the Bard
"Bard Transportation System."
Transportation schedules as "systematic anemia" or a
Bard offers a Campus, Red Hook and Tivoli "salient victim." Over the years we have continued
shuttle that runs an average of fifteen hours per day, run- upgrading our equipment (in the past we have had a 12
ning till 2am on Thursday and 3am on Friday and passenger van as the Bard Shuttle, we now have a 21-pasSaturday evenings. In addition the Dutchess County - senger shuttle bus).
sponsored Loop bus picks up in Red Hook, on Bard
Last, but certainly not least, I want you to know
Campus and in Tivoli three times between the hours of that the Bard Transportation System is not perfect. In the
3pm and 6pm Monday through Friday. The fare for these past I have received e-mail complaints from students conlocal trips on the Loop bus is 50 cents. In addition, Bard cerning one time particular issues. Yours comes as a surTransportation also offers free trips to Amtrak and prise because it is the first to offer a viewpoint of overall
Metro-North on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. Also, dissatisfaction with the Bard Transportation System.
we have free trips to the Hudson Valley Mall two times a
week, Wednesday and Saturday. One Saturday a month
the shuttle goes to the Danbury Mall (also at no charge to --Ed Schmidt
students). Bard Tran~portation also offers shopping trips

Letter to the Editor

The Ohscr·vcr will be having a meeting this Thursday, April 20th, at 8pm
in the basement of Tewks to plan our last issue of the semester. Please
come by or email us at observer@bard.edu if you're interested in getting
involved. See vou there.
0

~

Bard

Oo"~-M

0

The use of the term "illegals" for undocumented immigrants has the ugly hallmarks of any slur. It reduces a
person's character to one suffocating criterion, in this .
case, the violation of immigration law. Furthermore, the
slur allows people to bypass an honest look at the history and Circumstances of the immigrants they disparage.
Even a Mexican immigrant who could not find anything
above subsistence wages in her country moves to
America to ensure the betterment of her or her family's
livelihood and works hard and lives peaceably, her single
infraction of the law relegates her to the dehumanizing
status of an "illegal."
But maligned as undocumented immigrants
are, the immigration debate we see in the televised and
printed media is all too often an argument about economic impacts and border security, only one of which
holds any water as a focus (and it sure isn't border security). Both of those subjects intersect with what should
concern folks a whole lot more when if comes to immigration, namely a simple respect for human worth. That
respect falters for undocumented immigrants because in
the xenophobic minds of their detractors, they are just
parasitic border-hoppers . who will irrevocably damage
the strength of American law, and even worse, (white)
American culture.
This paranoid group is a sad bunch, as they
stand not only on the losing side of history and culture,
but of merit as well. To them, undocumented immigrants wound the integrity of American law by not
"waiting their turn like everybody else," yet still enjoying
all the rights and privileges so many citizens worked so
hard to earn. That would make sense, if the majority of
American citizens actually did something to earn their
citizenship in the first place. For native citizens, all it
takes to gain legal residence is fortuitously slipping out
of a birth canal on American soil. And isn't that a
tremendous accomplishment?
Admittedly, the road to citizenship, or even just
legal residence can be trying, unless you belong to a

white ethnic group or have the money and time to vault
over bureaucratic hurdles to legal American immigration. But that aside, the strident refrain of"waiting one's
turn" as a measure of legitimate residency signifies a
flimsiness in the attack on undocumented immigrants.
Stressing the apparent unfairness of just coming into a
country "ahead" of others makes becoming an American
as meaningful as standing in line at Starbucks. I would
like to think that the standard is higher, but the anti illegal immigration lobby only continues to send it plummeting.
The slightly more defensible legally oriented
charge made against undocumented immigrants is that
their violation of American law demonstrates a disrespect of the principles on which our country stands. That
assumes, though, that we should simply accept every law
as good and right just because it is a law. Can we honestly say that someone has undermined the very legal
foundation of our country because they broke one procedural regulation? That makes less sense to me than the
billboards in Chinatown, but again, that may be because
I think that being an American signifies a little more
than knocking first before you cross the Rio Grande.
That is not to say that I do not recognize the
power of the territorial nationalism that makes many
people threatened at the thought of someone entering
their country against the standing laws of the land. I just
know it's based on a heap of deep-fried bullshit. Every
American needs to remember that they are a part of a
country, not the country itself A nation is too vast and
intricate of a thing for any one person or even mass of
people to determine that their land should be "this" or
"that," "white" or "black," "English-speaking" or "damn
Mexicans."
And "damn Mexicans" are what all undocumented immigrants are to some Americans. If you dig
deeply enough, you can find that seemingly moralistic,
economic, or legal arguments made against illegal immigration often just mask white bigotry. It is not a porous
border or an influx of new competitive labor that
America fears, but people who speak different languages,
have different colored skin, and will ultimately make this
a "different" country. Such a platonic ideal of demography is nothing new, but it has always been at odds with

Continued on page 11
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Weston, continuedfrom page 10
the course of American history, one of increasing cultural diversity, if not pluralism. That all-white America only existed if you
discount the indigenous peoples of this continent who settlers
killed or drove into the territorial margins, or the millions of
slaves who constituted a majority of parts of the American
south, or the Mexican people who once dwelt in what was conquered and made into what are today California, Arizona,
Wyoming, Nevada, Utah, and C~lorado.
What binds us as a nation has nothing ~o do with anything singular, but instead a score of cultural multitudes, some
contradictory, others confluent, and all sustained by frameworks
of law and custom that assure the cohabitation of people who
in a less perfect world, would have to live where their ancestry
tethered them. In what should be our ideal America, the only
prerequisite for entry is a respect for each other's liberty, each
other's humanity. It is time for the detractors of undocumented
immigrants to learn this, or continue to fight for fictive ideals
and a double standard of citizenship that devalues what it is to
be an American.

The Common
Enemy
BY JULIA WENTZEL

Simon Sedilla is an activist and independent filmmaker.
Affiliated with the Independent Media Center in
Austin, he has committed his life to work both in the
disadvantaged p.eighborhoods in Texas, and in communities in Latin America, particularly in the state of
Oaxaca in Mexico.
Sedilla brought his new film, "The Common
Enemy/El Enemigo Comun" to Bard on April 11, courtesy of the Migrant Labor Project. The documentary
focuses on fighting the subjugation of and violence
against the poor in what he refers to as the "Global
South", and especially in Oaxaca in the last few years.
He blames neo-liberal efforts in development for much
of the struggle of this region and throughout the developing world.
In a lecture preceding the viewing, Sedilla outlined the policies he opposes and the ideology through
which he works against them . Neo-liberalism, he says,
is an exploitative system imposed upon the global south
through undemocratic means. It is installed by the powerful countries of the world, multinational corporations,
financial institutions such as the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund, and the aflluent minorities within the countries being exploited. It involves a
cultural, spiritual, and economic imperialism that robs
underdeveloped countries of their identity, telling them
what to want and how to live.
Sedilla condemns programs like Global
Exchange and Fair Trade, organizations that promote a
"commodification of sustainability." Rather than focusing on the psychological implications of an economic
system that allows for the exploitation of the world's
poor, these programs attempt to market their products
as "cool," circumventing the fact that people don't seem
to take readily to doing the morally superior thing.
Many also take part of the profit they make and remain
the figureheads for rural communiti~ rather than moving toward a self-reliant and tnily sustainable program
that rests in the hands of the people it benefits.
Far more crucial are the violent actions taken

by paramilitary troops against those people who are not
seen as assets in the quest for liberalization. The mistreatment and even deaths of farm workers in Oaxaca
spurred Sedilla into action. He literally acted as a human
. shield for the rural poor who were forcibly told to relocate, so that their valuable land could be turned into
something economically more useful.
While I admire Sedilla's activism and am
inspired by his passion, I find his ideology and approach
troubling. A self-proclaimed anarchist and propagandist, he ·deliyers his arguments hatefully, accusing most
existing forms of government, military, and economy of
being "bullshit'." Rather than successfully rallying people to his more than worthy causes, Sedilla is alienating
the world's majority, whose support he needs to make
any significant change.
He also fails to successfully define neo-liberalism. Rather than an intrinsically evil political entity
directly suppressing the people of the world, neo-liberalism is a somewhat shortsighted economic theory that
encourages development through the liberalization of
trade along specific guidelines. It is the failure to fully
value human and natural resources that allows those
with power to exploit those without; it is not the theory
itself
By - criminalizing movements like Global
Exchange, Sedilla is working against popular groups
with the same goals he himself pursues. Though tl?.ere
is much to be changed within the infrastructure of these
programs, they are commendable for finding a way to
make their products known. Though I would prefer that
our economy operated on a moral path, I am refreshed
to find that there are those who have ·accepted that our
short-term goal must be to invest in sustainability; convincing the world to support it ideologically is a larger
and less crucial struggle.
My desire for change in the world tempts me
to embrace methods far more radical than Sedilla himself Though in many ways I align myself with him-his
enemy is mine as well-I feel that my obligation as· a
privileged member of an affluent society is to look for
transitions in which the majority can partake. Though
voices like Sedilla's are valuable for the discussion they
distill, in the end they may be more harm than help. To
topple the exploitation bred within our economic strucrure, we must look to a gradual and deeply rooted transition that is ideologically appealing to those with the
power to make change.
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The New Emporia
The Law and the Gospel,· The UnAmerican Christian Right. Part one
oftwo
BY MATTHEW

L.

ROZSA

The setting was the St. Paul Methodist Church in Lincoln,
Nebraska. The year was 1890. The occasion was a dinner in
honor of a few prestigious guests, whose names have been lost
to history. The speaker was a little-known 30 year-old lawyer
named William Jennings Bryan, who had been abruptly called
upon to undertake the oratorical duties of the evening when his
more distinguished partner had been called out of town on
urgent business. Many years later he would attain great national prominence as a three-time Democratic nominee for
President, a pioneer of both the populist and progressive movements, and a Secretary of State who served our nation during
the years directly preceding its entry into World War I (as well
as the infamous lawyer who spent his last days arguing in favor
of creationism during the Scopes Trial). An entire article could
be written lauding the underrated contributions that William
Jennings Bryan made to .the cause of liberalism, both in
America and the world; the purpose of this two-part work,
however, is to focus on the rare speech which Bryan delivered
on that spring evening, before his political career had even
begun.
The speech was called "The Law and the Gospel," and
when I discovered it while perusing Bryan's memoirs, I was
shocked at the prescience of its rhetoric to one of the great
issues currently impacting the modern world.
In America, we have witnessed over the past three
decades the rise of a political faction known as the religious
right. Their fundamental belief is that the Christian Bible
should be used not merely as the basis for conducting their personal lives (they have the right to use it in such a manner), but
also as the foundation for how government should affect the
lives of its citizens. For a personal religious belief to influence a
single matter of public policy would be dangerous to our
Constitution in its own right. More frightening about the religious right, however, is the sheer scope of the subjects that they
wish to be put under the influence of their faith, through means
both direct and subtle. Their agenda includes everything from
whether a woman has a right to an abortion and homosexuals
the right to marry to what our children should be taught in
their schools and how our nation should conduct its foreign
policy.
What they advocate is not dangerous solely because it
would infringe upon the fundamental right of all human beings
to liberty - that is, to their ability to live their lives in the manner of their choosing provided only that they do not harm others in the process - it is also dangerous because it undermines
one of the fundamental tenets that America's founding fathers
established for the direct purpose of preventing the rise of theologically-driven totalitarianism. Indeed, there is no single ideology as dangerous to the preservation of American values as
that currently espoused by the Christian Right, for it is they
who threaten to render moot the optimistic prophecy made by
one of freedom's greatest architects, Thomas Jefferson in 1802:
"Believing with you that religion is a matter which lies solely between Man & his God... I contemplate with sovereign reverence that act ofthe whole American people which declared that their
legislah1re sholf/d 'make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof,' thus building a wall of
separation between Church & State. Adhering to this expression of
. the supreme will of the nation. in beha!f of the rights of comcience, I
shall see with sincere satisfaction the progress of those sentiments
which tend to restore to man all his natural rights ... •
It behooves all patriotic Americans to do everything in
their power to fight the encroaching influence of the Christian
Right. Simply addressing their claims issue-by-issue is not sufficient. We must also attack the underlying basis of their argument- that they have the right to disassemble what our founding fathers so carefully constructed in order to create a government where only those who share their values will enjoy the full
fruits of their natural liberty. We must not allow them to use
that most sinister of all rhetorical recourses, political correctness, to transform themselves from aggressor to victim whenever the debate begins working against their favor, and we must
not allow them to continue painting those who oppose their
views as being against God. America's - and Christianity's most basic values can only be preserved when their advocates
arc willing to fight just as strongly for them as the Christian
Right is to fight against them - to tear them down so as to erect
an edifice to their own liking.

than by design that this sentiment has fallen to me. Had not
my law partner been called unexpectedly from the State he
would have responded with more propriety and more ability to "The Law and the Gospel•
These are important words; each covers a wide field by
itse!f and together they include all government. There is not
between them, as some suppose, a wide gu!ffixed. Many
have commenced with us only to be called to a higher sphere,
and a few ministers have come to us when they were convinced that they had amwered to another's call. In the earlier days the prophet was also the lawgiver. He who wore the
priestly robe held in his hands the scales ofjustice. But times
are changed. For the good of the State andfor the we!fare of
the church, the moral and the civil law have been separated.
Today we owe a double allegiance, and "render unto Caesar
the things that are Caesar's, and unto God the things that are
God's~ Their governments are concentric circles and can
never interfere. Between what religion commands and what
the law compels, there is, and ever must be, a wide margin,
as there is also between what religion forbids and what the
law prohibits. In many things we are left to obey or disobey
the instructions ofthe Divine Ruler, answerable to Him only
for our conduct. The gospel deals with the secret purposes of
the heart as well as with the outward life, while the civil law
must content itse!f with restraining the arm outstretchedfor
another's hurt or with punishing the actor after the injury is
done.
Next to the ministry I know of no more noble proftssion than the law. The object aimed at isjitstice, equal and
exact, and if it does not reach that end at once it is because
the stream is diverted by selfishness or checked by ignorance.
Its principles ennoble and its practice elevates. Ifyou point to
the pettifogger, I will amwer that he is as much out ofplace
in the temple ofjustice as is the hypocrite in the house of God.
You willfind the "book orl tricks" in the library of the legal
bankrupt - nowhere els~. 'In no business in life do honesty,
truthfillness, and uprightness of conduct pay a larger dividend up0n the investment than in the law. H e is not only
blind to his highest welfare and to his greatest good, but also
treading upon dangerous ground, who fancies that mendacity, loquacity, and pertinacity are the only accomplishments
of a successful lawyer.

....

Ross, continuedfrom page 11
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IQlkiog.~ · People.Wl~itlt';..p~hankt.tQ·~
people to agree on a pMo&ophy ofaction than on a co~.
of action. So they define "liberal" as a tendency to wle a.
certain way rather than to think a certain way:
This definition leaves a lot of unanswered ques~
tions and runs into a lot of problems. Do all liberals vote.
the same way? What distinguishes a "liberal." voi:e fiom a
"conservative" vote? What counts as a vote? Many peo~
ple will concede tha~ cumulatively) liberals and conservatives do not vote .in any consistent way. lf they don't, they
should go and compare voting records, But~ in oajer
save their defutltion, they will argue that "pwcedural" ot

to'

"regular" votes should not be includ~ in the definitions.
of their terms .. That is, the stuff lcgislaton and jti:dges

deal with on a day to day basis may not have anything to
do with their political inclinati6p; it$ your posit,i<m ..o~
the big decisions :and the "hot button~issues that deter..:;
mµle whether~ a.re a ~.liberal" or a "i;onservative."You~
ate a libeul if you
witp Roe
a consern.tive .if
you agree with Wade. Here,_ th~ Roe stde is the. liberal
side by co,r1ve.ntio11; and not beqluse of 2!1Y underlying,

agret.

and

coherent philos~pby (qiat is,n!'t Jo say that to side with
Roe is t0 be without a_phil0$0phy, 1 am simply saJi!ng that
the Roe side .iii n9! the liberal side J;y virftd oflts pbilo-'.
sophicalfoU11datiohs., bur rather .by social convention) . . A
This "hot bµtton" de6n~tiop is., l believe, the oril'y,
definition that makes ee.n~'. Ugfortunately, it is almost:
completely useless, as are most- socially 009-Structed deft.::,
nitions. Wily would ~ use the term "liber.d" tO ~fer.JO:
supp0rting Roe v. Wade; )Vhen could just as easily, and·
mmh morule'B'{y, say .~! s~pPort R9C v. Wade~"~hy do we~
need tt? ·u se vaguely de6.~d terms .in order avoid mak-;;,
ing assertive, positive statements?
...
, j
perhaps
discounting the value ofsocially
constructed terminology, and perhaps a sociol0gist
tell me that there is1 in fact, a good reason to .use th~:
terms that dont seem to really refer to anything hnpor-:
tant, But as a philosopher, and someone interested in the:
way we run our country, I can see little value in using,
these murky, illusive terms. Why don't we discard themi
Why don't we deny them? . Why don't we stop hiding
behind empty words, get out there and actually say some~
thing worth saying. The next time someone asks you
whether you are a .liberal or a conservative, or whether
Bard is liberal or conservative, do the English languilge 3:
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentleman: It is rather by accident favor and just say "moderate."
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France Will Be
France
BY TED Q UINLAN
On Monday, April 10, 2006, the French President
Jacques Chirac decided to repeal the new labor law
that had been causing a ruckus among the youth and
unions of France. This law was designed to help
employers cut through the quagmire of contracts and
laws that have made it so hard to hire and fire new
employees. In France, a large number of contracts
must be signed when starting a new job in order to
ensure generous benefits and job security. This is due
to years of negotiations with unions and the government in order to protect the French idea that job security is paramount in the working world. The law that
Chirac introduced said that employers could fire new
employees without cause during a one year trial period. This was meant to circumvent the current laws,
which has new employees sign short-term working
contracts. If the new employee proves himself, he may
be offered a longer, more secure contract. The reason
this short-term employee contract is so distasteful for
employers is that it imposes heavy fines if the employee is fired before the contract expires.
Taking a side on this is difficult for a few reasons. One reason is that as a student and soon to be
prospective employee, I feel compelled to side with the
student protesters. Given the fact that France has a
tradition of secure jobs, countered by a relatively high
rate of unemployment, this new uncertainty introduced by the new law i~ easily seen as hostile and
unappealing. Also, this law seems to invite employers
to adopt a hiring policy which would create a sort of
migrant class of French youth, forcing new workers to
move from one job to the next after employers fire
them because their year is almost up:
On the other hand, as it stands now, new
workers are still sometimes forced to work the duration of their contracts only to be forced to find a new
job. Also, this short-term contract can only be offered
twice before the employer has to wait for some tim_s.
before rehiring the same person under the short term
contract again. This prevents employers from denying
certain employees the benefits offered to long-term
employees while keeping them employed for a long
period of time. (In the US, we are used to the idea of
long-term employment with no real benefits or future
such as being stuck at McDonalds or any other lowpaying job}. These types of jobs are expected to offer
only small pay raises for long-term employment. In
France, howe~er, the idea of an undesirable job is less
prnvalent. Employment is a bastion of security and has
been for some time, perhaps as a way to prevent the
Revolution-era idea that the employee is at the mercy
of the employer.
This socialist mindset of the French has
helped ensure unions a strong influence in the workplace and in politics. In France, the government is
expected to assure that one remains secure in one's job,
while in the US we expect the government merely to
ensure that jobs are available are available to us.
So, what is the point of protesting a law that
simply changes how one gets a new job without really
decreasing the difficulty? Why reject the chance to
perhaps change the laws which, as they stand, only
make one's short-term employment more secure,
while still making the chance of getting that employment less probable? The answer is that it all comes
down to the French people's desire to resist change in
the working world, which is only the way it is today
after years of fighting. This repulsion oflabor changes
does not reflect a desire to shun opportunity, but
rather an effort to remain unique, to remain French.
As an American who sees unions today as bureaucratic nightmares and not the givers of light they used to
be, I find it hard to believe I would refuse a change
meant to make finding a job easier. In France, however, I guess it is easier to risk facing long term unemployment than see a job you have be taken away from
you. Having a 35-hour work week means no one ever
gets tired of their crappy job. Vive la paresse!
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Redheads Are Better
In The Sack
The Girth ofYour Meat is
Disgusting
BY LS.DRATCH AND

M.C. PLATOFF

Scene.
Two fabulous redheads are surveying the sumptuous biif.fet at
Kline Commom. They come upon two students and overhear the
following delightful exchange:
Guy: "... You're not a vegetarian are you??"

Girl: "No! I'm all about the meat!"
Guy: •sigh of relief"

receiving funding for essent.ial gear to be used next "season "
animal rights activists are liable to get our panties in a twi~t
as well. Now surely there are quite a few outspoken vegetai-ians and vegans in this liberal commu~ity (granted, we even
know like three), but why do meat eaters have to be so hostile towards their herbivorous peers?
What is it about PETA (People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals) that prompts self-proclaimed
"meatatarians" to come up with ill-advised parodies like
People for the Eating of Tasty Animals? In our opinion,
ethical treatment of living creatures is not a controversial
concept. But if you do take issue with it, please consider that
somebody on campus is spending a lot of time and effort
distributing information about the way animals are treated
in the meat and fur industry. If you can't be decent enough
to consider its message, at least be mature enough to leave
it alone so that other, more conscientious, students can better themselves by learning about the ongoing plight of our
animal brethren. And whoever you are that scrawled
"MEAT RULES" over a PETA sticker in Kline, watch your

They both exit, laughing. The redheads are left, jaws gaping, back.
standing in front of the salad bar, con- . .. ...._,. ,,.,
.. ,,.,. ,.· ,
.. ,,. ,.,., , , ,
templating the preceding events.
i~'., U{f.JJ/"dO ' t'n,.gq.f. e.q.£¢.!s

End scene.
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, . ,. . We would like to think of the Bard com-

ba~p !: munity as a place of acceptance, where

/q!!~g. sq1:'1g;{il~: i~~~r;t4:\~j(:· ~~~~~~~::s ~:n ~:~~:~~ ;::;us~~~.o~~~

Either young women here have a seri- :: ih(ir;:~lJerlit1l.orouftl>eers?.":'l is a campus where diverse religions, ideous thing for cock, or there's some ::t@@\!@''ii]:\mlit:!\dW@:(;:::;:@~MfaF ' :;::;m ologies, and races enjoy equal and fair
mysterious stigma on this campus. against vegetarians. For . ... .. . .. .. . ..,.,. . treatment. The attitude that we perceived
fear o(being censored again by Mike (our friendly opinions m the opemng discourse, however, does not fall within this
editor here at the Observer), we are going to assume the lat- sphere of tolerance. We are deeply concerned that many of
ter explanation for the purposes of this article.
our peers regularly scoff at the vegetarian lifestyle.
For those who don't know, we, the redheads, are Compassion for fellow creatures is just as serious a cause as
what some have labeled "vege-nazis," a term that we cer- a religious faith or any fervent ethical stance and deserves
tainly do not condone. Any supposed affiliation between equal respect and voice within society.
vegetarians and Nazis is both ignorant and highly offensive
.
No, you are not going to eat ten animals for every
to :vegetarians and members of the Third Reich alike. But ammal we don't eat ... because if you try, we're going to shoot
let's face it, we live on an (allegedly) very radical campus and you ·· .and then compost your body... then grow a fucking
just as the Boxing Club can get quite incensed about not salad out of your nutrients and consume it!

TELL RED LOBSTER TO
BOYCOTT CANADIAN SEAFOOD!
PEACEFUL PROTEST OUTSIDE OF THE
RED LOBSTER, ROUTE 9W, KINGSTON
FRIDAY, APRIL 14, 2006
ASSEMBLE AT THE WEST END OF THE
HOME DEPOT PARKING LOT AT 11:00 AM.
PROTEST WILL CONTINUE THROUGH THE DINNER
HOUR.
MORE THAN 300,000 SEALS ARE KILLED FOR THEIR PELTS EACH YEAR
IN CANADA; 95 PERCENT OF THEM ARE DEFENSLESS PUPS JUST DAYS
OR WEEKS OLD. SHOCKINGLY, A VETERINARY PANEL CONCLUDED
THAT UP TO 42 PERCENT OF THE SEALS STUDIED WERE LIKELY
SKINNED ALIVE!
For

mre info:rnaticn cx:ntact Betsy Sause, 845-454-3403 or emril at eis3403®'.:p\;(n],ine.net or
www.bar:pseals.org.

g::J

cl11.:ire at

~§.§llli~~Y..'~j:, · .i

liaf is ,' lio:tjt~fi<i'~· ·l:

~~~~~llJ~~:;i:i;: !

=;!,~ve'a:::.i:~~~w;i~;~{Jk*~,0~--~,,~ttnb,'.t~~

to SS'OO.OO;This ince~tive to bali'iii4.oors.mo~g is' !~s<:n<<'
We a.re a 'Society vastlf' (ajnceme.d :With whaf;,it
tuated by the fact that ]~d ap~ 'to be fa the pro£~:S¥· 6f\ n'.l;~ to: define the seif through personal <:~oice
te,detlnmg its image'. .A. college~. bf cleaq:.c:lotms~ f~e~' 9f " 5~i!~e~ent \\le are able make t!}ose cho~ces.f bll issu,esJn
ever llngeriri.g smoke sJnells1 .ti ts neatly in to marketing cam.~ Soclety 'should. 'view:iaj· th.rough 'the filter
how muCh
paigns.
··•
,
they do or do not take aWay from the plurality uf options
The positioii . of a . srpoker is · always tt;_ll;yl}us op~(.l to an individual. As such, the ban on . smoking in
because it is a position that is i:n. many ways__fodefeJiStble. . dotrns should be Struck down becausdt infringes on smok• Smoking is seen as being dirty and unhe.alth~This i~ true. ers freedom of lifestyle. The viewpoint that this ban repreThe problem is that in our culture these perceptions. are . sents has greatex: political irnplicatiOns in the debate over
often projei;:ted onto smokers themselves. effect, it could ·abortion, assisted suicide, and other variou$ .issues that
be argued, we are under attack. ·
,,
. depend on the value of personal freedoms, inmaoyways the
Although the Bard Administration has a reason liberal foundations of our society.
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Wet Hot American
Summer Internships
BY SHOSHI ROBERTS
There comes a time in the life of a college student
when a real.i;Lation occurs, and a previously unheard of
activity called "planning" must ensue. This time is
summer, and the cause for the planning is the desire to
stay away from the folks while still having a means to
make Ramen. Haunting memories of curfews, nagging, lectures, and reruns of Wheel ofFortune spur endless hours of searching to find the perfect place to
alphabetize files and make coffee. At this point,
Craig's list might as well be considered your best
friend, your worst enemy, and your newest obsession.
The knowledge that you are competing with many
equally or more qualified applicants for that spot next
to the Xerox machine, does nothing but provoke
despair and the intense desire to revert to illegal means
of acquiring money. Then comes the catch.
Most companies will put on a bright, shining
smile and proudly proclaim that in return for your
valuable services you will "get to work with experienced professionals in the field." Apparently, modern
companies have found a way around slave labor laws
with nice catch lines like this and "will gain invaluable
skills" or "compensation with college credit." My personal favorite has the diplomatic tact of a sledgehammer and the gall of Wal-Mart staring at a poor single
mother seeking employment.
It is simply
"Compensation: none."
It is a little known fact that the digestive system of any person taking on an internship immediately ceases to function and his or her body begins to run
on a combination of photosynthesis and respiration, or
so these companies seem to think. Also, sleeping on
park benches has been proven to improve spinal alignment and even, on occasion, cure cancer. In addition,
there is no problem with living in a box, except for the
fact that Comcast does not seem to give you internet
no ma,ttg_h~ard yQu try.Jg_explain that you have.
even gone to the lengths of cutting a little hole in the
cardboard just so the cord, will fit through.
Really now, students taking jobs need money
to pay for housing, food, and transport just like the
rest of the population. If they did not, they would
probably not be app1ying for a job in the first place.
Your best bet, if you do happen to be currently having
your ass handed to you in this scenario, is to look for
mid-sized companies who are not too poor to pay you,
nor too full of themselves to claim that their experience is "more valuable" than the continuation of your
life functions. Sometimes you will be lucky enough to
get an S8-S10 daily stipend for food and transport,
which would work out just fine if you ate one meal a
day and gas companies were not poised to hack off
your arms and legs as soon as you drove up.
There is a name for this kind of work, it is
kindly called "volunteering," but under the guise of an
"internship position" it actually has a more adequate fit
with the term "slave labor." Evidently, working for
long hours doing menial tasks for no pay· is necessary
to gain a foothold in the working world, just like it is
necessary to count all of the bristles in your toothbrush before using it. This summer, let us raise our
water-filled paper cups to selling our souls for the sake
of a job later in life. Remember, someday you too will
get the opportunity to exploit the skills and talent of
someone like yourself
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CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
The Observer's Sex Column
Letters to the Sex Editor:

the experience may not be extremely sexual for her; she may need to use some lubricant
if she becomes dry. Now, in terms of*knowing* when the timing is right... ..how about
I am a hetero female virgin. I want to know what the best comprehensive
at the time when you are usually fooling around in bed. You do fool around, right?
books are far reviewing and gaining knowledge on sex.. Any suggestions?
Because if you don't, you may need to assess if your girlfriend even has the same expecAlso, I'm wre it's a "personar choice, but do you think it matters whether I lose my virginity in· tations for the physical relationship. Good luck. Use birth control. Don't fret. And
a let's-just-satisjj-our-horny-sef.ves encounter or we're-in-love-and-Tm-ready encounter? I don't forget that wisdom from the above "Lets Get it on Girl": "you always remember
'
would imagine that the farmer puts less pressure far both during sex and perhaps ca11 be more the first time."
Ju.11 anyway. Apparently you "always remember the first time" and it's cherishab/e. But do you
think the latter is really so important!' One more thing-·J'm interested in. experimenting with Dear Sex Columnist:
girls. How can I go about "casually experimenting"?
-Let ~ Get It On
I am a fe'male q.nd think it would be fim to Ju.ck my'
boyfriend with a strap-on. How do you think.J could
Ok, my bi-curious friend, I think I can help you. Yes, of course it is a personal choice. approach this with him and then go about ·
Thus, there is no objective answer. But let me give you some advice. Many, many girls doing it?
talk about losing their virginities-and also about the bad sex. They·may have been "in
love and ready," but nothing impressive happened between the legs. It is no one's fault, If you think it would be fun, it probably would. That gender-bending quality of feeling
perhaps the sex just was more about an empty act than about exploring one's body and like you have a dick has great arousal potential. And I've never met a guy who doesn't
sexuality. So, I am of the mind to say that the circumstances under which you lose your sometimes think about anal sex. He very well may be weirded out by Jhe strap-ol}
virginity are not important; in fact, I will make it a requirement that it is out of lust than So, all you can do is try and convince him by bringing it up casually multiple times;)tlntlove. Believe me, I was one of those high sc.h~l girls that had it in her head that 'losing ing is al.ways good. This advice may seem a bif direct-during a blowjob, insert a.ltibed
virginity' was a major life accomplishment. And I suffered for it. I think America has finger into his area. This approach may be the.t}:tJ.ickest route~ convil),gng hlmp Use
some sort of psychosis going on_where the loss of virginity must be a sacred act and LUBRICANT and be careful. If you ne¢d a clf1qo/h,arn.ess, they"nin bei'\Yeen <$6Q.'.:$100
...,
· · ,., . ·· · · ...... · •'"
· - .,.,. •.•--···involving love and commitment. Now ali l hear.about are girls who can't orgasm. Don't arwww.babeland.com
get me started on that. Get over it. Do what FEELS good. Don't be satisfied until you
orgasm. Casually experiment with girls; I don't know where the casu~ experimenters liye
'>
at Bard per se, but 1'm sure you can find so~_e.
him, the girl puts him in a'°'!ition whif~pi can ,eit};Cr strimg along wi4'...fl? q[q'd[:_!(ltle
Really Great Books on Sex:
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Contact me for more titles.
Dear Advice Column,

,.

I have been seeing *jenny far the past 5 weeks '!OW· I Jee{Jhat sex,is jl_ fossibility. in the nedr .;
future and as a virgin with 110 Sex Ed 1feel ca,mpe/let! to ,~~..4,qout wl!et,.{.nee.~ tiJ f.J;inlf aq?ut.,:

Specifically, I am interested in knawing whe.tt. you thinlt. IMll "know\ i;ihen. the right Hme ;.::;;
Also, should I be worried about th,ings web as being inexptrienced, st'U ofpeni.s, etc. ? I really
like my girlfriend and, do n.~t wa~t ro di.sap~in(. her,pn so iviportazt 'Jn occasion. TJ;~nk ,rOffi;
far your help·
·
.... '•' · · .~·· ··
.
.,...... ,,. . ,.,,,,,
&gards, Curious from South Ca;.,,pus
. ,,,..
·• k•••
;
. -.
Now, 1 usually say to relax and don't worryab,put your first tirne; '~. ~ tr1uch as.you will try
to stay calm at the eve of this event, the pressme does sneak in. B\ft-;an the same, d<»try ••
and take the pressure off yourself; because anxiety will mess up all sorts of sex:pal dynamics that are supposed to be aligned on that occasion. You .do wapt to avoid ~ectile dys~
functions, such as losing the hardness after nve mii;iutes (very, very common): l!aha ...I
am probably making you nervous. But serid~sly, you as a guy don't n.eed to worry about
your level of experience -Or penis size. Those ~e unchangeable facets of the\mi.versejust remember to take her concerns and needs into consideration. If the girl is a virgin,>

Oh How Comfortable This Virtual Life Is
student work curated by leah whitman-salkin and
rebecca matalon

the old gym
opening reception: 20 april 2006: 7pm
2122 23 April 2006: l l am to 4pm

Bard Student Reading Series
7:30 Wednesday, April 19
Manor Cafe Lounge

Sarah Carnochan
poetry
Roger Van Voorhees
poetry
Samuel Budin
fiction
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TUESDAY, APRIL 18

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19

Bard Democrats 9PM Campus
Red Room

THURSDAY, APRIL 20

FRIDAY, APRIL 21

Math/CS Table 12pm Kline
Observer Meeting 8pm

SMOG: Doomsday 1999 9PM
4 SQUARE 10 PM MPR
Liza Donnelly, Lecture and Book
Signing Weis 5:30

Scottish Country dancing 7:309:30PM Stenven Aerobics studio,
Stevensen Gym

French Table 12:30-1:30pm
Kline President's Room
SMOG: Yellow Tears, Mendicant
Friends, Palimpsest 10PM
"I

Al Petteway and Amy White
9PM Down the Road Cafe

ID FC: 7PM Amis tad
9:15PM You Got Served

SATURDAY, APRIL 22

SUNDAY, APRIL 23

Romeo and Juliet
3:30 Blithewood

Romeo and Juliet
3:30 Blithewood

Ten Minute Play Festival
8PM PAC Theatre 2

SMOG: Anna Oxygen, Wooden
· Wand9PM
BFC: Stop Motion Animation Night
7PM From the Brothers Quay
Collection
9PM From the fan Svankmajer
Collection

SMOG: Lungs, Pacemaker 8PM

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

Math/CS Table 12pm Kline

THURSDAY, APRIL 27

SMOG: Erik Peterson 9PM
BFC: Three From Hitchcock
7PM Psycho
9PM Rope
10:30PM The Birds

MONDAY, APRIL 24

HebrewTable 6:30-7:30PM Kline
Committee Room

Ten Minute Play Festival
7pm PAC Theatre 2

Romeo and Juliet
4:30 Blithewood

Students for a Free Tibet 6:45pm Kline
President's Room
Ten Minute Play Festival
7pm PAC Theatre 2
Reefer Madness! 7PM Old Gym

TUESDAY, APRIL 25

Bard Democrats 9PM Campus
Red Room
Ten Minute Play Festival
7pm PAC Theatre 2
Reefer Madness! 7PM Old Gym

FRIDAY, APRIL 28

SATURDAY, APRIL 29

Scottish Country dancing 7:30-9:30PM
Stenven Aerobics studio, Stevensen
Gym

Hebrew Table 6:30-7:30PM
Kline Committee Room

SMOG: Two Gallants 8PM

Students for a Free Tbet
6:45pm Kline President's Room

Spring Fling Begins!

Stand Up Work.shop: 9pm DTR

French Table 12:30-1:30pm
Kline President's Room

10pm 4SQUARE MPR
Reefer Madness! 7PM Old Gym

BFC: Artistic Loners Who Kick Ass
7PM In the Realms of the Unreal
8:30PM Crumb

Antiwar March NYC

MONDAY, MAY 1

ROOM DRAW!

TUESDAY, MAY 2

..

MORE ROOM DRAW!
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So, I was like, ~rf we're buying
new towels, why not just remodel
the whole bathroom?" And he
was like, ~Turlena , you're going
to drlve us Into poverty with
your grotesque spending habits.
It's over, you ditzy parasite."

But I don't really worry, you
know? I mean, what's he
going to do-·marry an ugly
gir1? HA. You and I both
know that it costs money to
get someone who looks
this good in stretch pants.

~-

~

Speaking of which, do you
know how much this pair
cost me? 111 give you a hint:
it would probably feed
a family of people in
Dirtp<>oristan or whe.
they don't have-· -

~\#

~

§

~,a ,

-

Did you hear that? It sounded
like when I put my !Pod in
the microwave! And don't
tell me about how you
never do that when yours
gets cold, Bridget!

,,

~ ··~.,,\f

·~

~/
My God! They're alive! They're alive!
I just need me a cattle prod and some
Fruit Ro!lups and I'll never need porn again!
This is the best Easter ever!

Alright, I just started sweating.
Let's go before I have to throw
this outfit away or give It to
charity. Same thing, different
trashcan, I guess.
Kind of small, but...
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